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r I introd,uction

Some instruments become identified with certain musical epochs-the

.*"isr"rrc. lutes and viols, the baroque organ, the classical-string quartet'

the romantic pianoforte, and so on' Our orvn time seems to be becommg more

"ia rn"i. itti age of p;rcussion. In only a short span of years, percussion

instruments, haie come to take a dominating part in today's music P€rcus-

ri". ii-U*'i. now the basis of'contemporary sound' Percussion players'
.r"t o not tong ago were regarded as the dunderheads of the orchestra, have

ft"a a r,.p iori*a.d "lmoit ovetnight and perform feats of vinuosity' The

oi"uiou, o"u"itv of orchestral peicussion instruments has rapidly given-

;;; i;; ;t"ft.1"n of novel instruments, some of them still in a state of

evolutron.- 
All ,h"." developments have occurred after the publication of most

stanJard works on orchestration, where percussion has sometimes been given

short shrift indeed. So this book aims at filling this partial void, prwiding up'

io-irt. irrform"tion on instruments' commenting on their possibilities, and

occasionally trying to forecast future developments' It-is address^ed to the

composer and alranger rather than the perfbrmer' thou^gl a: th: lntormatlon

has teen eathered in several countries' many asPects of the book should also

t. J i",!..., to executants whose horizons may be limited by national

boundaries.- - 
ih. nurnba. of percussion instruments is increasing contimously, and

many of them ate stiil in the process of development' It has not been easy to

Jeciie iust *hat should be discussed and what excluded (for example, is the

I.*'. h".o Dercussion?), and som€ instruments have been included which
"*ould 

seem to have peicussion potentialities (e.g' the harpsichord) but have

still hardly been used in this role.
Many opinions expressed in this book are only personal' The most expert

nlavers irave often given quite conflicting views on matters which might seem

Levond dispute; so"the only possible procedure has been to sift information

uniil the most commonsense solutions have emerged. For example' percus-

sion notation is in a state ofchaos: some authoritative players still regard the

old ,,"u" notation as quite adequate, while others say that the sooner it is
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forgotten the better. The truth is that the percussion 'explosion' has hap-

peried so rapidly that players have had to fend for themselves' without the

suppott ofri.qu"te traditions, and without the possibility, as yet, of forming
a strong collective disciPline.

A w6rd about music examples. Qrite a number of instruments are de-

scribed without music examples being quoted. There are various r€asons tor

this. For example, though the tablas can play quite complex music, the one or

two scores whiih do usJ these highly versatile instruments contain nothing of

significance. It is useless quoting examples which do not reveal the true
p6tentialities of instruments. On the other hand, though some scores do

iontain pans which include what one would normally exTect -of certain

instruments (for example, the crescendos and decrescendos of sirens in

Vardse's works), to quote the music is quite superfluous. In many cases, as no

short quotation from any one work can show an instrument's various possibi--

lities, :synthetic' e*"*ples have been written which illustrate a number of

effects within a few bars.
The selection of composers whose works have been chosen for quotation

may cause some raised iyebrows. Some may be virtually unknown outside

their own countries. But the truth is that some of the $eatest composers of
this century (Schoenberg and Webern, for exarnple) hardly used percussion
at all, whiie much less famous contemporaries were delving into the still

unassessed wealth of the percussion medium. So the names of some lesser-

known composers may octur quite frequently, because they have pioneered

certain usases.
One coirplete category of instruments has been omitted almost com-

pletely-the Orff-Schulwerk. These are very excellent instruments, but as
iheir primary use is educational, they have been mentioned only where they
can perform some useful orchestral function (usually by extending th€ comPass
of conventional instruments).

Both the history of percussion instruments and their acoustic principles
are engrossing studies, but it has been felt that they are outside the,scope of
this book. The same is true of performing techniques. However, for those
inter€sted, books on these subjects have been included in the bibliography.

In completingthis book, a thousand other lesser detailshave hadregretfully
to be suppressed for the sake of conciseness. Unfortunately, what seems less
important to me may seem essential to others, so if any reader is furious be-
cause I omit such details as the fact that maracas are male and female, I beg
forsiveness in advance !



z I the classif,cation of percussion instruments

ID IOPHONES.  MEMBRANOPHONES.  CHORDOPHONES.  AEROPHONES.

Percussion instruments are very varied. Not only do they difer in shape and
size, and in the materials used for their construction. They can also differ
considerably in their acoustic principles and in the ways they are made to
sound. Though most instruments are played by striking, some are shaken (e.9.
maracas, sleigh bells, etc.), while others are played by scratching or scraping
(e.g. the guiro). Some sound through the rnedium ofa keyboard (e.9. celesta)
and some by turning a handle (e.g. siren and rattle). Some instruments such
as bird whistles even have to be blown. But they are all loosely called 'per-

cussion',
In a general rvxy, however, percussion instruments may be defined as

those instruments which produce sounds when struck. The resultant sounds
may be anlthing between notes of fixed pitch and those conflicting tones we
call'noise'. They are usually divided into two separate grouPs' those of
definite pitch and those of indefinite pitch (or, according to Forslth's
Orchestration, 'musical' and 'unmusical' instruments). But such a classifica-
tion is rather superficial, and it is preferable to use Sachs's fourfold classifica-
tion-idiophones, membranophones, chordophones, and aeroPhones-and
then subdivide these funher according to three Possible musibal character-
istics: (r) ftned instruments, (2) instrum€nts of indefinite pitch' (3) instru-
ments usually considered to be of indefinite pitch but which can be tuned.
Idiophones produce sounds through the vibration of their entire bodies, as
is the case with a triangle or cymbal. In some cases there are multiple idio-
phones, such as the glockenspiel and tubular bells, which consist ofa number
ofindependently vibrating bodies. The sound ofsome idiophones is amplified
by the use of resonators, as with the marimba and vibraphone, which have
tuned tubular resonators fixed below each idiophone. Idiophones are usually
made to sound by striking, but a number ofuntuned instruments are played
by shaking, stroking, or scraping.

Tuned idiophones naturally emit sounds of fixed pitch, but th€se prs-
dominant tones are accomoanied bv various 'overtones' which determine
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the instrumental timbre. With idiophones of indefinite pitch, the overtones
are so strong, profuse and conflicting, that no predominant tone is discernible.
Many idiophones (e.9. the triangle, wood blocks, log drum, temple blocks,
etc.), produce predominant sounds which are fairly well defined. But their
sounds fuse so perfectly with any orchestral sounds and harmony that they
are usually regarded as being ofindefinite pitch. All instruments ofindefinite
pitch have oi course this characteristic of blending with orchestral sounds
\vithout creating any impression of dissonance.
Membtanophones produce sounds through the vibration of a membrane or
skin, usually stretched tightly over a resonating tube or shell. This tube may
be open at the opposite end, or it may be closed by the same material as the
resonator (as is the case with timpani), or it may be closed by another
membrane which vibrates in sympathy with the struck membrane. To be
more exact, it is not so much a drum shell as the chamber of air it encloses
which functions as a resonator.

Tuned membranophones (timpani and tablas) emit sounds ofwell-defined
pitch. Other drums too may emit sounds of fairly fixed pitch. In fact precise
tunings are sometimes indicated for tomtoms, bongos, etc. But in general
drum sounds blend so well with the orchestra that they are almost universally
regarded as instruments of indefinite pitch.
Chordophones produce sounds through the vibration of strings, the sound
being amplified by a resonating board, box, or drum. They are all tuned
instruments, and may be played by striking (cimbalom and Gascony drum)
or through the medium of a keyboard (pianoforte and harpsichord).
Aerophorus are instruments in which sounds are produced by causing an en-
closed air column or chamber to vibrate. The vibrations are usually generated
by a reed or other membrane. The reed may be an 'air reedl that id, air blown
forcibly across an aperture. Sometimes there is no enclosed air chamber, the
instrument itself causing the air to vibrate (e.9. the 'bull roarer').

Aerophones emit sounds of definite pitch, often of a fluctuating character
(as with the siren, wind machine, bird calls etc.). But in the field ofpercussion
only slide whistles are used as tuned instruments with x melodic role. Tuned
motor horns have been scored for, but whether these can be thought ofas per-
cussion is not clear.

A funher category of percussion instruments is emerging through the use
ofelectronic techniques. For instance, contact microphones have been used to
ampli$ the vibrations of struck surfaces, the resultant sounds being filtered
and otherwise transformed to give sound efects ofcomplete novelty. Instru-
ments zuch as the electronic organ can be made to imitate existing percussion
instruments, or to produce percussive sounds rvhich are quite new and
original. Further developments in this new field will cenainly be seen in the
near fi.rture.

t
i\



j I notationfor percussion instruments

STAVE NOTATION.  L INE-SCORE NOTATION

SYMBOL NOTATION.  EXPANDED SYMBOL NOTATION

Musical notation should show the performer what he has to play in the
clearest possible manner, with a minimum ofsigns. Furthermore, the kind of
notation used should be standardized, so that a player does not h;ve to adiust
himself to a new notation for each piece of muiic.

Notation for tunedperclssion prisents no special problems. But as regards
untuned percussion the situation is chaotic. TherJ is a simple reason-. No
generally satisfactory notation for percussion has yet been found: solutions
which are quite satisfactory for oni piece of musii may be quite unsuitable
for another. This is especially so in aoant-gardc music. Comiosers use such
drflerent notations, such a proliferation of new signs and symbols, that players
have to learn how to interpret the notation ofeach piece beiore thev can start to
play. In one score there are twenty-nine pages of music, but fifty pages of
explanations as to how it is to be played ! One-is tempted to concluje that the
novelty ofthese pieces may sometimes be not so muci in the music itselfas in
the way it is written.

Some systems do point towards a -standard notation which, if universally
accepted, would satisfy the criteria of clarity, economy, and uniformiry. Bui
before considering ideal solutions, it is preferable to eiamine the three main
kinds of notation already in usc, so thaitheir advantages and defects may be
appreclareo.

Staae Notation
In the past, percussion notation has frequently used the conventional five_line
stave coupled usually with the bass clef. This has been very suitable where the
instruments are 'standard' and few in nurnber. perhaps"its most successlirl
application has been in the field o f jazz, A jazz,set, is much the same all the
world over, and drummers are accustomed to a notation which uses the five_
line stave and the bass clef. The instruments most often used-bass drum and
snare drum---are usually indicated by ordinary notation in the first and third
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spaces (A and.E in the bass clef). The suspended (,ride') cymbal is shorvn asanasterisk in the top space (G), white tn. root "ylnuit, f.i,1s-li i;.il, ii,nai".,.aat au, are rnserted as an asterisk in the second jpace (C). 1[fo*..i.f;hig], h"t,cymbals are so invariably used for an ,"ft:b..i, Jyth;'ir,.i'i"iil"rio", "r.omitted, except for somi soecial effect.)
These instruments are basic fo, a ian outfit, but the inclusion of twotomtoms and-crash cymbal has become almost standard. ft. too ,o_to_,are indicated in the second and fourth spac.s 1C anJ G)in o.ain"r] not",ion,while the crash or ,sizzle' cymbal is shown'in ,fr. ,j-" *"n'rrt rfr. ta.,cymbal, but with a circle round the urt..irt. 1So-eti-., ,lJioil o_ no..,are:irclgqt though there seems no real need flr this.j 

--

, 
The following is therefore a notation which shouij U ,e"aily understoodby all jan drummers:

.ly'orarfurr Brss druo - A
Snarc drum = E
Tom roms = C rnd G

Ride cymbal = c asrerisked
C.rash cymbel = G asrcrisked and circl€d.

_^ Jazz notation avoids placing_ notes on the lines except when there is noroom to put a note in its usual place. In fact, bass drum and cymbal not.s areoften-disptaced in a haphazard way to m"k";; il;;;;;il# therefore
llllV gla3a not.s only in,the.four spaces, and obuiously ihis-"au.es th"system to be very restricted. The-moie exotic jazz ln.trJ_liir-1_"."""s,
;l1es, 

congas, etc.) have. no spccific ,,otatio' a#;;;;iil;wn in thesamc space as the snare drum (E). rf jazz notation did incruie no-tes on thelines end above and below the itave, iirai*il"i, "".fa-U" _ii.'r'iana".a fo.twelve different instruments (if we include.the "rr.i* i". .y.Ufr) and thenoatron would be clear, efficient, and virtually complete foi "ii Uui .o.ption.fpurposes.
In concert^music untuned percussion notation has been written on theconventional five-line stave foi almost t*o t unar.J y""r.,-lrl,"ifr*g lr*

-b-ecome 
standard. No single note is universally u.".paa "r- inA""tirrg "specfic rnsfument. Some comoosers show all notation in ttre irette cLqothers. in the bass clef, others usi only ,h. C .i;i.-iil;;;;.g";, p.ri"p, i" "

T^'-q:ld:j T"-pt at representing the bis di";rl;;i;il.f;j"'l,ii,".a p".cusslon mstruments, use two or three clefs. Of course, the result is unsatrs_factory. Jhe following is an example taken from-one "iii. lr,i"r, ,*.scores which used not-ation recommended i, "";r"h.;;;;;;;;
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t noho tf "f

(T.D. : rmor drum. S.D. : snarc drum. B.D. : bass drum. Tri. : trianglc)

The result is quite obscure. The player has to read an excessive number of
symbols, while the use of the five-line stave and clefs carries implications of
pitch vhich bear no relation to the real sounds. Ifa few more instrum€nts had
been added, the part would have been almost undecipherable.

On reading through scores which use the five-line stav€ for untuned per-
cussion, it is remarkable what diverse notation is given for €ven the most
common instruments. There is absolutely no uniformity of usage. It is also
remarkable how the third space is used so much more than any other, to
indicate the most varied instruments. In many cases, composers use a separate
stave for eacl instrument, so that a large space in the score is occupied by
only a few instruments. Sometimes too each insmrmental part is copied separ-
ately, necessitating a large number of percussion players for only a moderate
number of instruments. Yet the parts are often so elementary that one player
alone could play all the instrum€nts, if only he had a satisfactory notation.

There would be some advantege in retaining the five"line stave if each
space and line invariably indicated a specific instrument. But this is certainly
not the case now, and probably never will be. Even if each line and space
were always to indicate the same instrument, the stave can only show eleven
instruments, which is often inadequate.

The use of the conventional five-line stave is therefore not satisfactory. It
is too limited in its possibilities, it implies pitch relationships which are quite
unreal, and it is unsuitable for indicating the passage-work over a wide variety
of instruments which is such a prominent feature in many modern scores.

Line-Score Notation
A much more satisfactory notation, adopted early in this century, indicates
the part of each individual instrument on a separate line. This notation has
its defects, but it avoids the pitch-implications of the stave, while showing
each individual part with the utmost clarity:

Ex. 3

cvm.

Sngrc
drunt
Bass
dnrm
Tem
vun

{
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_ If the instruments can be positioned for playing so as to correspond to
their ordering in the score, the player's task is greatly eased. For instance, in
theabove example, instruments can be positioned fromright to left, beginning
with the top line downwards (i.e. cymbal, snare drum, bass drum, tamtam). 

-

Where it is possible to place instruments on the bottom line near the player,
and those on upper lines progressively further away (as in Ex. 6.), we have a
one-to-one relationship between notation and instrumental positioning. Such
correspondences between instrumental positioning and notation should always
be sought for, though they are only possible when a few instruments are used.

There are two main disadvantages in this notation. Firstly, the player has
to observe the rests shown on every line in order to work out the correct
rhythmic configuration ofthe music. Secondly, with only one instrument on
each line, he cannot read many lines at once and so can play only a few instru-
ments. It is to be observed that in lori ationbyY*Ese,a pioneer ofthis system
of notation. none of the thineen ion players is given more than fiveor no[auon, none ot tne tnfteen percusslon players ls glven more than five
lines to read, in fact only two performers have more than three lines, With a
more economical not^tion lonisation could be played iust as well by fewer
performers.

As a variant ofline-score notation, some composers nrite for all percussion
instruments on one line only. In this case the previous example would appear
as follows:

Ex. {

- This method has the advantage ofshowing the rh1'thmic design with great
clarity, but unfortunately every instrument has to be indicated by an abbrevia-
tion-inconvenient for the player in whose language the abbreviated words
occur, but much more so for a foreigner. (This problem can be easily solved
by using graphic symbols for each instrument, but it is best to defer discussion
of this till later.)

Perhaps the most suitable notation for the previous two examples would be
as follows:

Ex. 5

Tam tam

s.D.
B.D.

Tam tam
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By using two lines, and notating instruments either above or below each
line, each instrumental part is perf€ctly clear. Placed in a suitable position, a
single 'set' of rest signs indicates the rhythmic design with maximum clarity
and economy. The connection of the stems of quaver and semiquaver notes,
even when these are for diflerent instruments. Iirrther contributes to the
clarity of the rhythmic figuration.

It would be possible to write for more instruments with this notation by
using notes ar the lines as well as above and below. But perhaps this usage is
best reserved for those special cases where there are three or more ofone kind
of instrument-for example three wood blocks, three tomtoms, five temple
blocks, etc. In this case, notes could be written on, above, and below the lines
as follows:

3 wood
blocks

5 terDple
blocks

3

- i'm J : afi1
4-

As will be seen, this method of notation permits the writing ofquite com-
plex music for all eleven insruments with the utmost clarity. Noother solution
seems practical.l

There is another matter which needs consideration if a standard notation
is to be achieved. This is the vertical ord€ring of instruments. Even when
parts are clearly arranged as in the previous two examples, performers can
never be sure what vertical ordering of instrurnents to expect. For instance,
in one piece of music the drums may be on lines above the cymbals, in the
next below, and so on. It would be of great assistance to percussionists if
instruments were always scored in the same urtical arler. I would like to
suggest that metal instruments should always be above, wood next below, and
membranes at the bottom. Tuned percussion could be placed between the
wood and membranes, and the timpani below the other membranes. Within
each group ('metal', 'wood', and 'membranes'), higher pitched instruments
should be above those of lower pitch.

The vertical order of instruments in a line-score should then aPpear as

I It is worth noting, how€ver, that some composers who heve pioneered line-score notation (such rs
StoctlEusen) ner.cr srite notes both on. rnd above and b€low the lines. Notes are shown only on
sepante lines or in sepamte sprces, never both (rs in Exx. 90 and r83), and it must bc.dmincd
that the resulting notation is very clear indeed. The one disadvantage is thrt mzny morc lircs lrc
required. For instance, Ex. 6 s,ould need eleven lines instead ofonly four, This 'on-thG'lin6_only'

notation could be used whcn only a few instruments are scored for, but oncc .dopted it mlst bc
,dhcred to throughout . score, otherwise confusion will result.

\ - l
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follows, though no single player's part will normally include so many instru-
ments:

3 triangles

3 cymbals

3 cowbells

2 tam lalns

3 wood blocks

5 temple block

vibr. mar.
8lock. bcus

2 bongos

3 tom loms

bass drum

umpam

The instruments in this example include only the more conventional ones.
Other more exotic instruments could be included in their appropriate sections
(according to whether they are 'metal', 'wood', or 'membranes'). Naturally,
there is little music which requires such a vast array of instruments to be
played by one performer, but a handful of such pieces does already exist, and
in the future, it is likely that there will be many more. But even ifa player has
only to use a few instruments, it is recommended that they be laid out in his
part in the above order, naturally omitting lines for those instruments which
are not used. The only exception to this ordering should be when a part is
written throughout for only a few instruments, and their position in the score
corresponds to the most suitable placing of the instruments in performance
(i.e. instruments nearest the player are shown in the bottom line and those on
the upper lines are placed progressively further away).

It is certain that performers can already deal with much more demanding
percussion parts than those they usually have to play now. And as a single
pcrformer can play a fairly large number of instruments with much greater
rhlthmic precision than could several players using the same instruments,
ever)'thing pointstowards the concentration ofpercussion work intothe hands
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of one or two good players, rather than the dispersal of music among several
possibly more mediocre performers. Hence the need to standardize a notation
which, like line-score notation, is suitable for use with a large number of
instruments.

It must again be stressed that a line-score should be kept as simple as
possible. A large line-score can be very difficult to read, not only because
it covers such a big area, but also because many horizontal lines, spotted here
and there with notes, form visual patterns which are not easily deciphered.
In a part for 'multiple' percussion, it is thus wise not to have horizontal lines
for instruments (or instrumental groups) which are not in use.

Symbol Notation
The possibility has already been mentioned ofusing graphic symbols for each
instrurnent. This recently evolved method enables the performer to see
immediately which instrument is to be used, and has the great advantage of
allowing the composer to write for almost all instruments on only one or two
lines. The rh1'thmic configuration ofthe music is shown with absolute clarity,
and there is no doubt that parts written with this notation are much more
economical in space and are far easier to read, than any of the methods pre-
viously rnentioned.

As an illustration, ifthe four symbols J- A I and A represent
suspended cymbal, snare drum, tomtom, and triangle, music for these four
instruments can b€ lvritten on one line as follows:

Ex. 8

For more complex music, two lines are necessary ifthere are rapid passages
from one instrument to another. In the following example, three each of tom-
toms (El), temple blocks (Cl\ ) and wood blocks ( Qt ) are used, as well
as snare drum and cymbal, and notes are written on, aboveand belowthe lines,
to show which instrument is to be played in each group of three:

3 E

. rO a

This rnethod of notation seems to have manv advantaqes and few defects.

3 E

3 \:,
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fic-parts are perfecrly clear, economical in space, and readily comprehensibleto lxrtormers of all nationalities.
ont-v *o tin.. i..-*J,;;;;";.1f 

-ost obvious defect slems io be that ifrnenrs on the same ril ffi: ;HffJ:.h';.i:1f::31;Ti",lxTil:ffjfi;navr both changed lines towaris

lusl3n-aramista"res.il;;"d;:i;ill?:l.ilj,jll!i:l!;i::llJ10...so rhat rnstruments are alwavs wriften on ,h;,;_.il;.;i,;;rc"orr,rs. irtni,rs carned too far, ,symbol, 
notati

"llliii_tf l"'s..i';;;,;i'i"#:s'ff ilT,l5:lil;fl :;f :.Hf :niunes used rn any musical section <"na un"mtiguo'r. ilffi;:?lf:Hto 
the minimum neceisary for a clear

n number ol symbols are already in use and_ these can be augmented tocover a considerable range ofinstruments, as lbllows:

Metab

A

JI
+ pedal (high hat) cymbals

A Cowbell

P "' /Q r'-'"'
O a--. 

Gong
-.@ or bood Sleigh bells

l/> vibraphone

G> Glockenspiel

[|ln 
rubular bells

Gotales

Triangle

orA Suspended cymbal

Pair of cymbals (clashed)
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NOTATION FOR PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS

Woods

Claves

Wood block

Temple block

Log drum

Slit drum

Guiro

Maracas

Castanets

Wood (or glass) chimes

Marimba

Xylophone

Ratchet or rattle

ff Bongos

Tambourine

Timbales

tr Tomtom

n Wooden-headedtomtoms

PI Snare drum with snare

f!l

fl
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Congas

Tenor drurn

Bass drum (vertical)

Bass drum (laid flat)

Timpani

Indian tablas

Arabic tablas

Sticks or beaters may be indicated as follows:

0
n
O
e
R
n
f l b'u

Y

mmm
E
W
?
T

Hard sticks (wood or plastic heads)

Medium sticks (rubber heads)

Soft sticks (lambswool or soft felt heads)

Metal sticks

Wire brushes

Bass drum stick

Heaw beater (for tamtam etc.)
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It is also possible to show two sticks in each hand, which may be of the
same kind, or with different degrees of hardness:

two hard sticks in each hand

two soft sticks (1.h.) and two hard sticks (r.h.)

II-T'R
nril

Finally, to indicate notes played at the centre of an instrument (if this is

unusual, as on the timpani or cymbal) notes may be ringed thus: -4i-.
Sounds played at or n€ar the rim can have a triangular form and are better

written as 'white' notes for easier identification: -{-. A return to the
normal beating spot is indicated merely by the resumption ofnormal notation.
The above notation is particularly necessary where there are rapid changes of
beating spot and there is no room to write the usual indications such as 'at the
centre', 'at the rim', etc.

The above list of symbols is fairly comprehensive' It does not include
symbols for the more €xotic instruments, but these in any case do not lend
themselves to readily comprehensible graphic designs'

Apart from line-score and symbol notations, no other system ofPercussion
notation seems to have emerged which is clear, economical, and readily com-
prehensible. If one had to choos€ between the two, the simplicity, economy'
and clarity ofsymbol notation would seem to make it an obvious first choice.
Nevertheless, line-score notation cannot be abandoned easily. Many passages
come to mind which cannot be written in symbol notation. For instance' the
following passage from Berio's Tempi Clnceltati shows rapid passage'work
over a number of instruments which lends itself well to the line'score' but
could hardly have been written in any other way'

EL 10

5 cowbdlB

4 wood bl.

2 bongos

3 too toms

Bctioz Tenti Contzrtati

af

Symbol notation would in fact create grave obstacles to the player.
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However it should be possible not to opt for one or other notation' but to

for. ttt.. together into one efficient system which could become standard

in rlt o.t*..ion ptns. This would use symbol notation as a basis' and expand

tii.iul*"ra.,n. tine-score only where clirity makes this essential'-The follow-

ir* ir "" .*".pf. of an expinded symbo! notation' It covers.a-big array o[

Jifr.r.n, i""tu-"nts, yet ali rhe information the player needs is kept within a

small area:

aT=#_^-^'---

=
4,+

Ir
tl

This example includes sounds from twenty-two instruments' In line-score

eish; lines "ni *o ,,"u.. would have been necessary for this music, but in

.6and.d symbol notation, three lines and one stave are the most that ar€

n.'.d"d, "nd that at only one point. As this example includes more instru-

..*r in"t one player can beiairly expected to handle within.the space of

,i* b"rt, it t...t probable that thii notation is sufficient for all but the most

exceptional circumstances.
In addition to its being so easy to read, this form of notation is also very

,i-oi" to t"tit.. There ari virtuaily only two criteria to be observed: (r) the

-"i" tho"ld be written on as few-lineias clarity allows, and (z) the vertical

oiJe.ins of in.ttu-ents (when two or more lines are used) should always be

accordiis to the standard laid down for line notation'

To srim up, symbol notation is the most suitable general notation' In

simple situations, only one line need be used. Where the music must indicate

" ""ii.av oii"r,tornenis in rapid succession' expanded symbol notation should

L. *"d, .-ployittg as few iir,es as clarity permits' The line-score method
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should be reserved for thosi situations where it becomes the most leeible
notation for indicating rapid passage-work over a variety of instrumentslBut
even when the line-score is used, this should be merged into the symbol
notation which will prevail in much of the score, thus creating one com-
prehensive system of notation readily understood by all players.

At all times, clarity, economy, and simplicity should be our chief criteria.
Above all, we should never depart from orthodoxy for the sake of novelty. It
is easy to yield to the temptation of creating a new notation, just for the
pleasure of making something new and strange, but there is no guarantee that
every player will have the patience to read it.



4 I percussi\n layouts and, the placing of
instruments

T H E  P L A C I N G  O F  I N S T R U M E N T S

THE NUMBER OF PLAYERS REQUIRED

The Pbcing of Instrumt?rts
iioi infr.qi.ntty one sees players^looking over their shoulders to see the con-

ductor, carrying sheets ol muslc lrom olie place to another' struggling round

ii. 
-i*r 

"iirt.ituular bells to get at the bass drum' and-so on' These incon-

;;il;.;.;;ii;ll u. ""oided'bv a little thought.and planning on the com-

Doser's part. If the instruments are already 'iositioned' in the composer's

ffi; ;i;;;;'*;ti., ii. nlutit, and the plan of this positioning is siven to

;:';h;;iil;;..pt"a""ta ilt trtt tcore and parts' ihe performer's'work-

movement' Droblems are solYeo stravinsky did ihis aslong tgo as Histoire du

#'', ;i;;td;:ll^l'_::l$f, ,:n :;l5;iiil',;'ilgil?:.i"J,"lj; H::
some ingenious Percussron muslc

otin... 
are three main aspects to be considered:

(, ) Disrazre..rnstrum:1T:"i,::,1i"1"#d",i*:trl."*ffi li; ililiH#
distance to move irom on€ ln!

(zl Dircctiort. Players should not have to turn their backs on the conductot
' 

while moving to an instrument or playing it'

Q) Rc adingl^i: Il,:lTt::iY.,!"; ff*f lrff,:"lji::lux*r;""tll1if he has to move about a lot'
-ia"oot in the same glance, so when necessary he should have more

than one set of pans disposed on stands in various posltlons'

Neturallv these remarks only apply to situations -where a performer (or

*i;;:?"il;""pfi;; ; ir'f i i'i' number. of instruments' otherwise

DrobGms are easily solved by the players themselves'
* "ii" 

r"ii"*i"g i'uustratio; (Fig' 
'I 

) is an example of the excellent planning

"f ffi;til";.rcirssio; in the sc6'e'of Betio'sCircles' This is a plan of the

in.t rr-Jnt"t'tayout for the second percussionist' To see the singer and two



PERCUSSION LAYOUTS AND THE

\
_r lg. r.

KEY

r. 3 t.iangles
z. 3 suspended cymbals (the nedium with

sizzles)
Tamtam
Hi-hat cymbals, also glass chimes and
clap cymbals
Vibraphone
4 chinese gongs, also glockenspiel
Trmbourine and r tablas

P L A C I N G  O F  I  N S T R U ] I I E N T S r 9

8. z bongos
9. Snare drum

ro. 3 tomtoms
I r. 2 Congas
rz. Bass drum with footpedal
13. 5 temple blocks
14, Mrracas, also wood chimes
15. Xylophone

,{b
$-g

W f(

3 .

5.
6.
7.

t l

a)

(Some numbers are duplicated. This is because some lines in the score are used for severalrnstruments, the score being laid out from top to bottom in the above order.)

other players, the performer has tolook to the bottom left, so that except tvhen
playing thevibraphone, he always has the other players in view. Onivthe tam_
tam seems inconveniently placed,where it can 6e inocked over by any false
move.

It must be remembered that it is not sufficient for an instrument to be iustwithin reach. The player must be able to put himself in a satisfactory playing
position. Some instruments need to be played with " ..n"in .i"rr.'., ott..,

??
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\
need to be struck forcibly from a certain angle, and so on. So do not expect a

player to be happy aboui playing the marimba over the top of the timps, or

it.iking the tamtam while leaning over backwards.

The Number of Playrs Required
In theory, a composer should decide how many percussion players he is going

to u." b.io.. heiegins to write. But this is not always easy' Often.enough a

decision can only bJ made after the music has been written, in which case the

percussion parti will have to be re-written for whatever number of players is

ir.".rory. Aoweuer, when a composer does wish to decide how many players

he will need, there aie several issues to be considered. It is not only a question

of the number of notes or number of instruments to be played'

More than one player is necessary in three circumstances:

(r) When several instruments have to be played together..or.in quick succes-

sion with a force which is beyond the physical possibilities ofone player'

(z) When there are complex rhythmic patternings on a number of instru-

ments. For instance, an overlay of rhlthmic patterns on dltterent lnstru-

ments, each quite simple in itself, may produce a total result of some

complexity.
(3) When a number of instruments have to be played simultaneously, or in
" 

such quick succession that one player could not reach them -This is par-

ticuhrjv the case when large instruments are in use such as the marimba,

timpani, and tubular bells.

It is preferable to use only one player when none of the above factors

prcvents this, for the following reasons:

Ecoromt. A piece is more likely to be performed if it is economical in

means (otier things being equal !). In addition, ifonly one player is asked for,

he is more likely to be the best available.

Prcciiol- One player can play rapid successions of notes on a number of

insmrments with greater precision than when the instruments are played by

two or more performers.

SryL. A single player will obviously play with a consistent, uniform style'

A number of players maY not do so.

Parts may sometimes be written for a 'minimum' number of players' When

large orchei$as have more percussion players than are needtd, the extra

plalyers often take over certain instruments, especially those which are large

and need to be played with force. So it is possible to write for a small number

of players, with an eye to economy' knowing that in large orchestras more
performers will probably be used.
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T H E  A C O U S T I C  P R I N C I P L E  O F  I D I O P H O N E S

T H E  A C O U S T I C  P R I N C T P L E  O F  M E M B R { N O P H O N E S

THE TONAL  IMPORTANCE OF  BEATERS

THD INFLUt rNCE OF  THE BEATING SPOT ON T IMBRE

CONTACT SOUNDS.  F INGER-STYLE PLAYING

In the following chapters there will be frequent references as to horv the
timbre of each- instrument may be altered. But the principles are so much the
same--{epending on similar acoustic ph€nomeni-that it is best to sum_
marize these first. The following remarki only apply to instruments which are
struck, as the timbre of those instruments whicir are shaken, stroked, or
scraped cannot be modified.

The Acousth Princigle of ldiophones
Though idiophones are so varied in shape and size, the basic acoustic
principlesare common to all of them. These ph"rromena can best beillustrated
by discussing the vibrations which occur in a simple metal bar, such as a
vibraphone key.

_ When struck, the bar can vibrate in various ways. It can vibrate along the
whole of its length, to produce its lowest (fundamental) sound. At the Jame
time it can also v-ibrate in aliquot parts, that is, in halves, thirds, quarrers,
htths, sxths, and so on. These shorter vibrations produce harmonics or'overtones'. In fact, the bar can vibrate in quite smail fractions of its total
length,. to produce.very_ high overtones indeed. Whole length, halflength and
one-third length vibrations ofa flat surface (such as a metal bar) may be illus_
trated as follows:

Fie. z.

+€> .+<-
Overtones may be almost inaudible (as with the vibraphone), or very strong



indeed (as with cymbals and -tamtams)'
which eitablish the timbre of sound'

The acoustic principle of membranothones

A -".br"nophon" consists of.a'skin stretched over a hollow. resonatlng

"i"-i"r. 
'I.fr,jrsh membranes-vibrate in a complex way (drum skins vibrate

i" Uoif, "t"f"rird segmental patterns), it is sufficient for our purposes to

sav that a membran" nrb."t"t "'o" ii' radius in whole parts' in halves' thirds'

il;;;i;.;; ptoduce a fundamental tone and various harmomc overtones'

ifitfi[i;;'lio''';, th" nutb"t aJ strength of these overtones affects the

timbre of the instfument.""d" 
;;td p"t; of memb'anophones cannot be altered-the resonator'

rni t"i"tfvl-iirfies the vibration ofthe rnembrane' but srengthens certarn

t;;;r.^iil ;;.;. that these tones will always tend to predominate' however

the membrane is struck.

The tonal imPortance of beaters

The timbre and apparent pltch oiboth idiophones and membranoPhones can

;; "on',i;J"f,lv';*o,ding to tt" tvpt of beater used' In general thev affect

,t.#;;;h-i;o f""to'"': 1'; iit"'atgtt" of hardness or softness of the

beater head, and (z1the contact area oftf,e beater' When a soft beater strikes

;;;;;;;il;."d'ginet', tp"ading rnomentarilv' but iust long enough

to impede vibrations of snort wavelerigth' High overtones are therefore

li""iii..i u?"t. ;ev h"te u "h'nct to iound' si that only the.fundamental

#i;;;;;;#;'; heard' This sives mellow' deep timbres' Beaters

iii' i"ri t ""a. nave less give, or even iirtually-none at all' Thus high over-

i.t." "t" "", impeded and the sound is 'bright''--'ii" 
1."t". h"i " 1,,s. "o,'t""t ,.."' 1c1i" 1c-l::::':l:::l:i1l"T"tT;;toj

the other hand, a beater with a very small contact area (c g a trxrr'

will elicit high oveaon., to t t"'kJd degree'-and possibly leave lower sounds

;fi;;;hi.' (Soft beaters tend to iave largjcontact areas' hard beaters

;;ii,;;h;t; two factors normallv reinforce each other')
""'ii. 

*--Uit.a "f."tt ofl"tgt o'itall contact areas and soft or hard beater

heads may be roughly il lustrated as Fig' 3'
Some instruments ",,., ,nt''ii-b""1aid even their rpparent pitch) rnuch

-#il;;;;t, *ih ttre Hna orteatei used' For instance' a tamtam can be

#;;;-;;;;;'.1-pl"ttlv "o't'"'ting sounds with a very soft beater and a

".*l"tiu."i... ag"i"' if ; tytL;iit ;ttck at the rim with som€thing broad

;i il{iiiil;i3",nl,oudt sole of a slipper)' all overtonevibrations are

;ili;;;J ;; ;it; toft, broad area of contaci and the instrument has a pure'

deeo gong-like sound. If the samelnstrument is struck at the same spot' and

ili,i- A;;;;;., but with a thin metal rod' only the highest overtones are

cor.(TEMPoRARY PERcussloN

and it is their number and strength



large soft beater

FACTORS INFLUENCING T  I  T , {ARE

Fig ' t .

elicited, and the sound is shrill and piercing. But whatever beater is used on
a marimba, though the sound may be deep or bright, mellow or hard, and
may. se€m to be in one octave or another, the roze will always be that of a
manmDa.

The inf.aence of the beating spot on timbre
In general, ifidiophones and membranophones are sruck at or near the edge,
high overtones will be elicited, if at or near the cenre, deeper tones will
predominate. The timbre will accordingly be bright or dull, harsh or mellow,
and the pitch may be apparently high or low. But this can only be a rough
generalization. Some instruments are impeded from vibrating at the centre,
others at the edge. Some are shaped so that only certain areas vibrate freely.
In such cases, it can be said that at or near restricted edges or areas, higher
sounds will be produced (and therefore brighter timbre) than in the middle of
freely vibrating areas.

Some instruments have a special point which produces the most character-
istic timbre (usually a combination of both high and low tones). This is the
conventional 'beating spot', and timbre may be modified by changing the
position of the beating spot to areas which will produce brighter or darker
ron€ colours.

Contact Soands
In addition to the normal sounds produced by the vibrations ofan instrument,

23

J small vibrations elicited

valeriabonafe
Realce
Tamanho da cabeça
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there is a 'contact' sound produced by the impaa of one surface against

another.
Contact sounds are most prominent when two hard surfaces strike each

other. whereas with soft surfaies, or when one surface is soft, there is virtually

no contact sound at all. Its presence or absence can Featly influence the

musical quality and suitability of an instrument's sound' If for instance, a

vibraphone is ilayed with very so{t beaters, there is almost no contact sound,

and tire bars respond with their nolmal full tones. If, however, the instrument

were to be played (by some freak offortune) with the cane-ends.ofvibraphone

beaters, there would be a fair rattle of contact sounds, but the bars would

respond with only very feeble tones.
b,ontact sounds arj not normally desired, and are usually suppressed to

some degree. Nevenheless, they are perfectly apt in some musical siruations,

especiafy where a bright, hard edge to the tone is desirable'

Fing*-st1k Phling
tt r]nootd'U. to.n.-in mind that most struck percussion instruments can also

be played with the fingers, knuckles, fingernails, or Ilat of the hands' Such
'finser-swle' olaving is-by no means common, but the quiet sonorities and

u"ri.w oi ti.itit ihi.h ."n be obtained make this style of playing ideally

suited to chamber music, and in the future it is certain to become more

developed. Finger playing is discussed later with reference to drums, but it

should be cultivated for all struck instruments.
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GENERAL .  HAMMERINGS.  DOUALE BEATS.  CROSS-OVER BEATS

THE TREMOLO.  CHORDS OF  THREE OR MORE NOTES.  GL ISSANDOS

ALEATORY INDICAT IONS.  OCTAVE TRANSPOSIT IONS

Tuned percussion instruments of the xylophone family have established a
leading position among percussion instruments because oftheir dual (melodic
and colouristic) character.

Composers have seized on these instruments with particular enthusiasm
during the present period ofradical stylistic transformation and search for new
means ofexpression. For they can efectively produce a new sound panorama
(quite diferent from 'classical' orchestral sound) which suits the ethos ofcon-
tcmporary rnusical expression.

In the last decade the music written for tuned oercussion instruments has
developed with unprecedented rapidity, and the technical demands have be-
come more and more complex almost from day to day. Ifthe present rate of
development is continued, we will soon reach the stage when composers may
believe that 'everything is possible'. But not everything is possible. Though
players have responded wonderfully to composers' demands, their proresrs
are rightly often violent. Their chief complaint is that composers do not
understand the instruments well enough. Often a certain passige is not only
difficult but decidedly risky, iust because ofone small detiill a iimple octavl
displacement of one note or the substitution of another can transform an
infuriatingly difrcult passage into something which comes offwith brilliance.

This,.then is the important point. To write well for any instrument, we
must write music which can be played with comparative eise and therefore
brilliance. However complex the passage may be, it should fit ,under the
beaters', so that it can be played with a flourish. But this can never be done
if the performer has to tie his arms in knots with rapid successions of cross-
over beats, interspersed with leaps from one end of the instrument to the
otner.

Such difficulties also endanger the rhyhmic flow. This is particularly
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evident with the xylophone, since the clear, precise sould of the instrument

..u..1, .u.ry thytl-i" flaw. We have all hiard xylophone passages which
;rr"ff..'. rfl. f*lt i. often not the player's-but the composer's The author

waslJnce dissatisfied because a certain xylophone passagc.in one of his works

was never played with enough rhythmiC verve and precisiol' Now he knows

better-there are too many awkward corners in the music for it ever to come

off well.
It is therefore necessary for composers to imagine how their.music will be

olaved. to foresee what dilhculties will arise, and ifpossible to eliminate them'

lft'.r,ft"it music can come of brilliantly. Notice how Messiaen has thought

out his virtuoso keyed percussion parts so thoroughly in Chronochromie that

he includes hammering indications.
The following sectiin deals with difficulties in keyboard. percussion play-

ing. However, it"must be stressed that performers are technically prepared.to

ou-ar"oaa most problems with comparative ease, so there is no need to wrlte

music completeiy void of pitfalls' The main point of th.ese remarks is to dis-

courage music x:hich is ridiculously difficult or impossible'

Tlie chief problem players have'to contend with is the sheer size of some

of their instruments. and-the different spacing of keys between one instru-

ment and another. For instance, a marimba is almost seven feet (z'z m') long'

and one octave can sPan 20 rn. 152 cm'). On the other hand a- glockenspiel

is linle over two feet (bz cm.) longlnd an octave spans ro in' (26 cm') or less'

Obviously, music can be written which passes from one-end of the glocken-

rpi.L to t'fr. other with extreme rapidity, but this must be avoided with the

manmDa.
Players are trained to look at their keyboard as little as possible. (so as to

keep one eye on their music and the other on the conductor) This is all very

*.tiif " p..fot..t always plays a single instrument. But if-(like most players)

he has ti make a living by piaying the vibraphone, xylophone,. marimba' or

glockenspiel at shon nitice,i"-is fa"ed with instruments not only ofdifferent

;t*,4"i with different keyboard layouts. For instance' the two layers of

bars inatural notes near the player, sharps and flats in the rear) are level on

the vibraphone and occasionil xylophones' but on oth€r instruments the rear

laver is higher and proi.cts overihe front bars. In addition, the bars are wider

on.o-. inrt**.nts than on others so that the spacing between any two

notes is not th€ same. To add to this difficulty, all bars on the xylophone,

glockenspiel, and most vibraphones are usually of equal width, so that the

io"n b.t*een notes in diferent octaves is the same. But marimbas and some

vibraphones have wide bars in the low register,, which graduate to narrower

bars in the high register, so that intervals in diferent octaves have a diferent

sDan.' 
These are Droblems which concern the player rather than the composer'
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But the practical outcome is that performers often have to memorize difficultpassages to make sure they make no mistakes. Ciu.n th. l.itia."n.rr.rltime usually allotted to modern *o.lr, thi, i, not.i;;;ilffi:

Hammerings
The^worstdifficulties a performer has to face, and which can be elirninated ifthe composer or orchestrator has a little foresight, "on"..r, h"_m.iingr, th"i
j,_ll"_yr the keys.are.beaten. Th. -"io.;;;;i"., "rrjry "iir. "rry i"rapld passages, and involve:

(r) situations in which notes are wide apart and cannot be played .hand tohand';
(z) passages which.require inconvenient ,double beats,;
(3,, awkward cross-hammerinss.

YI.."y.. 
possible rapid i,uri. ""itt.n for keyed percussion should besuch that it can be played'hand to ha"a' "i,r, "rt..i",. t"--i., .ra *irr,"",cross-over beats (panicularly when this entails moving on i",i"l.r.,"* "fkeys and back again):

Ex. 12

XD
(Un peu vif ) : tSZ)

L R L

Messiaen: Oiseaux Exo iqucs

In this passage, pJayed throughout with alternate hammers, there are nocross-over beats, and Messiaen ipreads the notes out gi"d;"iii, ;r;, " *ia.area in the final bar in such a way ,h* ,h.i;;.;'; g.;;i""a *.ilyaccomplished.

- ..The same hand-tehand technique, without cross_over beats, allows the

fi[il'H.ff:'"r. 
to be played extremely *pury i..pti. "i*"'ri.s. r.rp, I t

Ex. 13

VD

l€ plus rapide possible
Botrl.zi Une Dentelle ,'Abolit

i i

. However, such straightforward beating must sometimes be abandoned anddouble beats and crosJovers resorted to:

l,
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Dofile beats (two consecutive strokes with the same hammer) can be quite

efective in somi circumstances. For instance, where they can be made to fit

into a repeated pattern, a player can preform double beats with ease and

orecision:

L R- l

Here the musical design is clear, and coincides with the double-beat pattern

so closely that the perforrner is not presented with a difficult mental exercise

and can concenrati on the physical problems. But double beats cannot always

be set in such symrnetrical pattems, and more often they occur in.such a hap'

hazard way as io create obstacles to the smooth flow of the music:

C-o,trclL Catcera for Percussiot
. R

There are many ways ofplaying the above passage, but thet shown indicates

a fairly straightforwari solution. The double beats have had to be included to

avoid iwhrird cross-over hammerings when moving back and forth on to

the rear row of keys (see later). However, as these double beats do not fit

symmetrically into'the musical design, the thyhmic Ilow will probably be

disturbed. It is therefore best to avoid such situations if possible. The above

oassaee is full ofproblems and the reader would do well to study it and try to

hnd b'.n.t solutions than the one shown. (In passing, it is worth drawing

aftention to the fact that this example is very typical of many pieces for

xvloohone. The highlv chromatic successions of notes, weaving about in a

s."il .re", ,ound uiry'effective indeed' But they are hard to play and require

a great deal of study. One expert player confessed that he spent three years

oerfectins a very similar Piece.)' 
Doubie beats are particularly difficult at speed when the sarne hand must

Dlav two notes widelv separated' This is sometimes necessary in a passage as

iollows. *here the si,'enih B---Cf, nust be played by the left hand:
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Ex, 16

MD

L._J

Rather than write such an inconvenient passage, the composer would do
well to reconsider the last three notes. By simply tiansposing one or two notes
into diferent octaves, the double beat could be-eliminated iithout much sac-
rifice to the musical sense.

When_chords are used, as in the following example, very awkward double
or triple beats become inevitable:

Ilrubcnstock-Ramari: SJnpho&t de tifibrcs

'  . *  i  r
P i

L-/

When players have to deal with problems ofthis kind, they are aDr to doubt
whether the music's significance really justifies such dificuities. No wonder
they often resort to octave ranspositions so as to sirnpliry their tasks.

Cross-oaer beats re very common, in fact unavoidable, in kevboard oer_
cussion playing. In any scale (both chromatic and diatonic) or aipeggio, the
hamrners_ must pass over each other, and a part of the performer'i siudies is
specifically directed towards masrering the problems which arise. yet diffi-
culties crop up which are much beuer avoidid at the composing stage. It is
not easy to give precise rules, but in general it can be said-that 6n. i"m-".
should be kept in front of the other within a passage. If the beaters have to
change over their 'forward position' it is besi to lit a few notes inrervene
which will allow the player to swivel into the new position:

Ex. 18 r.b. forward --l

l.h. fonrard .

In this-example the last two notes in the first bar act as a kind of.pivot
zone' in which the left beater is withdrawn, to cede its forward position tb the
right. For obvious reasons it is important to avoid situations in which the
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beaters have to leap an excessive distance over each other, especially on the

larser instruments."Th. 
*orr, "aora-ouers to be avoided are those where the beaters have no

chance to exchange their forward position, and risk becoming entangled:

If this passage is played using alternate beaters' there are several cross-

overs *heie thJ sticki 'get in each other's way' whichever hand begins' In

fact it is quite impossible to play this passage with alternate- hands The

reader is l& to disiover the difficult cross-overs for himself, so that he can be

better aware of the problems involved. Of course these difficulties could be

eliminated b-v introducing double beats (e.g. on the third and fourth notes of

each bar, iftire left hand 6egins), and in general any good player can work out

hammerings which will gei him through most difficulties. But it would be

better if c-omposers and orchestrators were to write only what is suited to

keyed percussion, so that performers have no need to make the best of a bad
job.

The Trenolo
The tremolo or roll is very effective with keyed percussion, particularly on

the vibraphone and marimba because of their more sustained sounds' The

tremolo ii performed by a succession of rapidly repeated beats and may tre

executed on one note only, ol on two, three, or four different notes' Tremolos

can produce a sustained melody of expressive character:

m
Bri')dle: Auriga

,ap .< --
9 -< : -

The tremolo is usually indicated by three inclined strokes through the

stems, as shown above. This is preferable to the abbreviation 'tr.' sometim€s

used, which can be easily confused with the conventional trill between two

adiecent notes.'sustained 
two-note chords can be rolled with good efect. These should
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be shown as in (a) below. The notation shown in (b) is sometimes used, but it
is less clear and economical:

Percussion plavers are, in any case, well av'are that the three inclined strokes
are used to indicate a freell--timed tremolo and not reiterated notes in exact
tempo.

Tremolos on three or four notes are characteristic of the vibraohone and
marimba, giving a full-bodied 'organ' tone with soft beaters. If two beaters
are held in each hand, it is possible to alter the number ofnotes in each chord
(see below) so that twc, three- and four-note tremolos can be freely mixed,
provided the music is reasonably straightforward. In this case it is imponanr
to show which notes are to be played by each hand, by writing upward and
downward stems (right and left hand respectively):

Ex. 22

M}

3 r

\,

Chords of three or more flotes
If players are required to use three or four hammers, they must naturally be
given a few bars' rest to take up the extra beaters. A span of up to an octave
or more may be written for either hand, though it is best to use more com-
fortable intervals.

Even when a performer is using two beaters in each hand it is still possible
to play passages in single notes. This is done by tilting the hand so that only
one beater strikes the keys.

Not all note-combinations are easy. Those to avoid, if at all possible, are
chords which bring the wrists into contact. For exarnple, if C Df and Ffi A
are played, both hands have to be turned outwards at a sharp angle and the
wrists brought right together. Players often keep the span ofthe beaters con-
stant, and reduce or augment the intervals played by turning the wrists, so it
is particularly important in four-note writing to keep to note combinations in
which the wrists can be kept sufficiently apart.

Rapid successions ofchords are easy ifthe span ofthe beaters in each hand
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can be kept constant, especially in scale-like passages' But if the span of the

il;,; #;;-# ,'iJ. .intidet"tlt .nodifi"ution, the plaver must be

gi".r iirn. to ao tnis. The same is true where big changes of wrist angle are

necessary."- 
riir Jot.iUt. to use three hammers in either hand, for playing five- or sx-

";;#td; il; ohy., -.,.t bt given ample time to prepare the position of

;:h.;;;;; il;ie iotes pl"vediv each irand should be close together and

;;f;;"bi;;;,h. ."-" ,o* of k"yt rot instance, E F and G.. can be easily

;iil;;.i,rt.t r'"^a' but D E| and Go is an altogether different storyl

ffiii#.;;;;;'."n'u. p"t i.ui"trv efeitiue in producing strong dynamic

.i""i.. F"i i.".".e, note ilusters foimed by playing say Gb.Ab. and Bb with

the left hand, and A B and C with the right are most impresslve ln torhssrmo'

Glissandos
i;;;; ;; " ."-.onplace in keyboard percussion music' but nevertheless are

;f;;;.Iil;il. dlirsrndo. c"n be plaved on either row of bars Plryers

;;.f.;;;;;;,.. glissando on the natural keys with theleft hand' while the

ffi;;;';;.k; in. ntt, tna final notes sharply' on- the rear row of keys

;iil.;il;;;il-'u.or."n', ,t of course there-aie only 6ve notes to each

3;i;;;.-s; ;h"t a glissando is indicated from one sharp or flat note to

"n*il... oi".tt oteflr to strike the initial and final notes with the right-hand

ffi;i;;?;;iilao on ttt. raturalkevs with the left However' if glis-

.."dilt;'J;ff;f i.quit.d on the rear;ow of keys' the right hand should

;;Ji;.;;;"td'glissandos and the left hand reserved only fordownward

"ri.."ra"r. cir,lr*iJe there is a danger that a beater will be caught in a gap
"b.t*..n 

th. keys and go flying through the air !""';i;;;;;,h".!"t.o*'of 
k"vsiome off-ore easily on the rylophone

than on other instruments.
Sometimes glissandos are written out in full:

i
,ri

but it is much more usual to indicate the first and last notes played, and

"onn""tth". by a straight or warry line with the indication 'gliss'' :
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Other forms of glissando are sometimes indicated in a free manner. bv a
graphic design which gives only a general indication of the composir's
requirements. Some of these are shown below:

(a) shows a double glissando in opposite directions with both sticks. The
starting and finishing points are not indicated. (b) and (c) indicate glissandos
on both rows ofkeys beginning on the not€s indicated and following the paths
shown by the arrows.

Aleatorl indications
Occasionally composers make some graphic design which gives performers an
approximate idea ofwhat to play over a certain time period. For instance, in
the following example from Berio's Clrles, the performer is given an outline
design for an extremely rapid passage on wood chimes and marimba. The
general contours are clearly indicated, but the precise notes are left to chance,
except the final trill on Ff and G

Such aleatory passages can be extremely effective, and have a great
advantage in that the performer can play very rapid successions ofnotes with-
out the encumbrance of reading precise notation.

Octaue transpositions
In order to avoid the use of a large number of leger-lines, keyed percussion
parts are often transposed an octave lower or higher and indicated '8"s sopra,
or '8"u softo', respectively. The transposition to an octave below is usually

I

lr

I

IEx. 26

TT
MD

I

Kelemeni Transfgurctb cn
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only necessary for the high register ofthe xylophone.and the hightst notes of

ttt.'rn"r1rnU", *ttile tran"sposition "n o.tavi higher is not needed except for

,t. to*"r, notes of the marimba when the bass clef is not used' As it is

;;;"-".y to write glockenspiel parts tl{o.octaves lower.than the actual

sounds, no octave or-double-octave transpositions need be indicated'
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XYLOPHONI  AND XYLOMARIMBA.  MARIMBA.  V IBRAPHONE

GLOCKENSPIEL ,  BELL  LYRA AND K t rYBOARD GLOCKENSPIEL

CELESTA.  DULCITONE

Xy hphone and X1 lomarimba
The.modem rylophone has aset ofhardwood bars laid out in piano-keyboard
fashion, The accidentals are usually raised to facilitate the piaying oi rapid
passages, but occasionally they may be lwel with the natural kevs. The bars
are usually all the same width, being about rl in. (4.4 cm.) wide and $ in. (z.z
cm.) thick.

Not long ago, xylophones were made rvithout resonators. so that the tone
was characteristically dry and brittle. Today however they are usually fitted
with tuned tubular metal resonators. These give a richer and more suitained
tone, tut are usually limited in size as compared with those ofthe marimba,
for it is important not to lose the characterisiic sharp, hard tone. The marimba
has a mellow, booming tone, and it is in composers' interests to retain this
diference.

Xylophones are made with a range of between trvo and a half and four
octaves. Large 'virtuoso' models have a compass of four octaves ascending
from middle C:

However, a three-and-a-half+tave model is quite suitable for most
orchestral needs, and as this instrument is more likely io be found in orchestras
than the cumbersome larger one, it is best to wiite within the followine
comPass:

Xylophorc

Xylophod.
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Xylophone parts are often written an octave below the real sounds' but it is

becomrng customary lo wrrte at the actual pitch lt would tre-be-st to add a

noi.io tfiit.r"., in ihe score, otherwise theri can be a great deal of confusion'

The xylomarimba (or 'x1lorimba') is a large xylophone sometlm€s specl-

n"ii" "tla.tn t"ores.'Theie is some confusion as to the exact nature of this

i"**-"nt. Sorn. .cores call for the 'rylorimbe' (e g Stockhausen's Grzpler)

*n.t" ;f *t"fa seem that only the laige four-octave xylophone is. required'

i'ft. "yf"-"ti.U" .overs the full range of borh marimba and xylophone lt is

,ro.-"llu " five-octave instrument, though four-and-a-half-octave models are

frequeni. The range is as follows,

.{

5 octave model:

It was popular with soloists of the music hall type because of its impressive

appeaonce and because its wide range gave increased variety and contrast to

their reoe.toire. But the instrument is not favoured by contemporary play€rs-

;;;-t* ;4il cumbersome size, nor is it part of the normal equipment of

concert orchestras.
ihe bass xylophone made for Orff-Schulwerk would make a useful lower

.o*rion io rit. *ylophone. It is not cumbersome, having a compass of only

an octave and a siith from C below rniddle C to the A above The instrument

i;';;J; i";;; parts, one with diatonic notes' the other with.the chromatic

U"rs. in rdaition, bais can be easily changed over' For example' ifa piece.is

onty in C -"|ot, f sharps can be substituied for the F naturals' and only the

one row ofdiatonic bars need be set up. The instrument has an excellent tone'

rether on the mellow side.
kevboard xvloDhones have occasionally been scored for, but as I have

found'no ,rr.. of,h.it commercial production today, it would seem best to

ignore their existence. In any case, their tone was decidedly inferior to that of

nirmal models, and only one tone colour was possible'

There is a wide variety of mallets available for use with the xylophone'

Tnditionally, the instrum;nt was played with a pair ofspoon--shaped wooden

b""t.rr, bui ih".. have now been ieplaced by a-variety- of-round-headed

i.ti.tt't".yitg from hard wood, ebonite, and vulcanized rubber (for loud

o".."u.. "nd i more brittle tone) to medium and soft rubber or felt (for
'q"i.i!t 

*a more mellow effects). The player may be left.to choose mallets

lui-"Ut. io ,n. scale of rlynamics But beaters can be indicated if a specific

tind oftone is required. Aard beaters reinforce the higher harmonics, so that

passages often give the impression of sounding one ol even two octaves
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higher than their true pitch. Contact sounds too are particularly strong with
hard beaters.

Xylophone players are often specialists in their own instrument' and as
this has acquired a rather exhibitionist reputation, they have developed a
brilliant technique. They can execute scales and arpeggios with admirable
virtuosity. Trills, tremolos, and rapid figurations seem to roll off the instru-
ment with astonishing ease and clarity. But the somewhat inexpressive tonal
character ofthe instrument has perhaps encouraged a type ofvinuosity which
is not always deeply musical. Perhaps too, composers have been at fault in
writing brilliant banalities, which, though highly suited to the instrument'
have only a superficial emotive significance.

Nevertheless, the xylophone's genius does lie in its brilliance, its vitality in
tone and movement. Often enough, this is exploited in continuous running
passages which combine chromatic and diatonic scales with arpeggios, as in
Henrv Cowell's Concerto for Percussion :

i \ . 2 ?

XD

f.+ljffidffi.,.

p
(Pinon A silcs b.ies)

8oa- - ----" " -  -  - '  -  -  -  -  -  s

Messiaen, however, has exploited this brilliance in a less conventional way
in his imitation of tropical birds in Oiseaux Erotiques:

Ma sirrl:' Oiseanr Exotiques

tl

iil'1

I

(Un peu Vif .l: 1321

<ff >-mf t
(Grivc de Califomie)

- ,ri>7-..-.1y

b,  j=  $ :oa . - ' - - - -  
- -  

,  
- - - - - -  

f : - - ,

C-a*ell; Concetu fot Petcussion
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Britt.'; Fow Sea lfltethtdts

f -ff
Cfroglod)'t€ de la Carolinc)

Adagio
(Solo)

Here the wide leaps, rapidly reiterated notes' gtace notes, and dynamic

contrasts ar€ ideally iuited to the instrument, while the rather hackneyed
'scale and arpeggio'style is avoided. Note the prtference for the upper

registers of the instrumint, and the octave and double-octave transpositions'
(dhese examples have been taken from the full score, which is written entirely

at acnral pitch. Messiaen's rylophone parts as used in-the-orchestra are written

an octav; lower than th€ real sounds. Note his use of'r6'' instead of '15*")

The rylophone can be used for colouristic effects, as in Bart6k's Music for

Strings, Percussion, and Celesta, where it introduces the nostalgic' nocturnal

.t.oioit... of the third movement with repeated notes' suggesting some

night Lird or creature of the insect world'

J = 66 Bartakt M*ic fot Stringt, Petu&tion a'd C'bsuEr,. A

XD

I

il
i l

i{

dlarg.
|  *  ? t f  ?  t

n f r l _ r - l _ F f ,
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Er. 3t
ffi FL Pc Hp.)

rJ__

Brinen's 'Moonlight' interlude in the opera Petet Grimas makes excellent

colouristic use of the-xylophone. While most ofthe orchestra holds plrlsating

chords depicting the surge of the sea, the rylophone- unites with the flute,

piccolo, and harp in suggesting flashes of reflected light on the wavetops:

(Ardaate d = {,1)
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But colouristic use of the xylophone is not always res€rved for such tran-
ouil scenes. The instrument can contribute a sur€ touch of the macabre, or
give the music a twist towards the grotesque, as in Stravinsky's outlandishly
orchestrated Saraband in Agon:

Straviorky: ,'lgo,

XI

t - ^ 3

1l

=P*r'

1- i

a  h 7 f  -
lp ^f ?. JP

Apart from its melodic and colouristic potentialities' the rylophone is
invaluable for its ability to add a hard percussive edge to dynarnic effects
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played by the rest of the orch€stra.
W alton's B e I shazzar' s F e a s t :
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These may have a melodic shape, as in

'V 
alwt Bebhaz zat's Feast

or they may be isolated chords, or reiterated figurations:

Ex. 33 Cbou Wcn-Chungi lll t:r the Sting wind

Glissando effects are very brilliant on the rylophone, and can produce a
considerable volume of sound. Various types of glissando have already been
shown in Chapter 6, so there is littl€ to add on this subiect, except possibly to
urge a little restraint in the use ofthis effect. It has already been used so much
that there is a danger that it may become as hackneyed as the harp glissando

Three- and four-hammer playing on keyboard percussion has also been
discussed in Chapter 6, and rnost ofthese remarks are valid for writing for the

4 thc migh- ry ci - ty
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xylophone, Three- and four-hammer playing is most effective on this instru-
ment, either for percussive chords, sustained tremolos, or melodic passages
filled out with harmony.

We must however take care not to ask the impossible in fast three- and
four-hammer sections. The light-rnusic repertoire of rylophone players
features brilliant pieces for four-hammer playing, but it is noticerble that in
rapid passages the beaters in each hand usually have a mean span ofa third,
which is extended to no more than a fourth, or reduced to a second wherever
necessary. Awkward changes of wrist angle for playing accidentals are
reduced to a minimum. With these factors taken into account, a four-hammer
passage such as the following should not present great obstacles, and would
come off brilliantly:

+r

moderato J = 90

The rylophone must be used carefully in ensemble work with other tuned
percussion. Some composers (e.g. Messiaen) use it in combination with the
marimba, vibraphone, and glockenspiel. But the xylophone is so much more
powerful and penetrating than these other instruments that it dominates
them completely. If it is used in such ensembles, soft beaters should be
indicated and the dvnamics 'marked down'.

Marinba
The modern marimba has found its way into Europe from America in a form
which has obviously been influenced by the already-perfected rylophone.
The keyboard layout is very similar, the compass is practically the same
(though sounding an octave lower), the mechanism and mounting vimrally
identical.

The keyboard is made up ofrosewood bars graduated in length accordhg
to pitch, with the accidentals raised above the level of the natural keys. The
bars are usually graduated in width, being about z] in. (6.5 cm.) wide at the
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low notes, reducing to rf, in. (4.5 cm.) wide in the upper register. The thickness

of the bars can vary between f and -$ ofan inch (about z cm.).
Below each bar is fitted a vertical tubular metal resonator, tuned to the

oitch of the bar. These resonators are much bigger than those fitted to xylF
phones, and their length and large diameter contributetothe rich depth oftone
which is so characteristic of this instrument.

Marimbas have a fairly standard range of four octaves, ascending from
tenor C:

This compass is occasionally exceeded: in America, some instruments

descend to low A below tenor C, while on the Continent, occasional models

reach up to F, a fourth higher than the compass shown- above_.

Such large instruments, however, are very unwieldy, and some three-

octave mode-ls are becoming available. As these omit the upper octave, which

is the least characteristic pait ofthe marimba's compass (and therefore ofless

interest to the composer) there is a possibility that they may become more

favoured.
A bass marimba is made in America by J. C Deagan, Inc. The range is

only one octave and a founh, from C an octave below tenor C, to F above

tenor C:

ttass marrmDa , -- 
_? =

Bass merimbas have exceptionally large bars and resonating tubes. In order to

avoid raising the keyboard, the resonators are bent upwards into'U'shapes,

like doubled-up organ pipes. These instruments are played with.very large,

heavy mallets, and is thly are slow in response are not suited to quick-moving

roles.
Marimba oarts are written at their true pitch, the bass clefbeing necessary

for the lowesi portion of the keyboard. Tie upper notes can be transposed
down an octave and indicated 'all'8"4 sopra', in order to avoid using too many

leser-lines.
The characteristic tone of the marimba is mellow and soft, yet with a

certain rich firmness. The lower portion ofthe instrument in particular has a

deep 'boom', which builds up in tremolos to a beautifully sonorous., sustained

toni. Th. upp"t t.gister of;h€ marimba has a less characteristic timbre, and

lacks the firm. full tone of the lower portion of the instrument.
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The marimba is usually played with soft mallets. Yarn-covered beaters
with soft cores give the most characteristic tone, while mediurn-hard heads in
yarn, felt, or rubber are used for a firmer tone and greater volume. Specially
soft beaters are sold for playing in the low register, or timpani sticks can be
quite efective.

Hard beaters should not be used on the marimba, as the bars may be
damaged. In any case, they could only be called for in an attempt to force the
volume, or to obtain a hard tone like the xylophone. In these circumstanc€s,
it would be best to abandon the marimba in favour of the rylophone.

The marimba has only entered into Western concert music comparatively
recently, so the repertoire for the instrument is still fairly limited. It is suited
to rapid passage work, though due to its great size (instrurnents can be seven
feet long) it is naturally more limited in this respect than the rylophone. How-
ever, whereas the rylophone's rapidity is suited to brillixnt effects, the marim-
ba is ideal for liquid, rippling passages of a more subdued nature:

Ex.55 Bqioi cttcks

MD

The four-hammer tremolo is particularly effective, producing a smooth
legato sound which is warm and full, and rightly merits the term 'organ tone'.
Such marimba tremolos can be used to provide the entire harmonic core of
the music, as a background to melody and other figurations:

E r . 3 6

Ft.
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Soft remolos can give a wonderful pulsation to sustained orchestral chords,
without the sound of the marimba being evident:

"Ex. 37

,,tpt, V.v. &m.

Brindlc: Co$tn r

a

lv.\l/.
Bress
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The soft percussive eff€ct ofstaccato marimba chords is quite unique. In
such a passage as the following, the deep throb ofthe marimba chords can be
produced by no other instrument:

Ex. 38
) : 7 2  t f

MD
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Various aspects of writing for marimba (hammerings, multi-note chords,
glissandos, and aleatory indications) have already been discussed in Chapter 6
on writing for keyboard percussion. Possibly the only additional comment to
be made is on the glissando. If soft yarn beaters are used, the volume ofthe
glissando will be relatively small, especially in the upper register. So if a
fair volume ofsound is required, the glissando should be marked 'fone'and

the performer will use a somewhat hard€r s€t of beaters.

Vibraphone
The vibraphone was developed in America in the early 'twenties, rnost
probably from the glockenspiel. There, it early found favour in the iazz field,
but for some considerable time symphonic composers fought shy ofwhat has
been called its 'exaggerated sweetness'. Berg used it in his open Lulu
(tS:+-S), but the instrument only came into symphonic and chamber music
after the Second World War. By now, how€ver, the vibraphone (or vibraharp,
as it is often called in the USA) is recognized as probably the most expressive
and versatile percussion instrument, capable of solo melody, accompaniment,
the creation of atmospheres, or simply the reinforcement of dynarnics.

The standard vibraphone has a ranqe of three octaves:

A /::
vrbraphone +-

Both larger and smaller instruments have been made (four octaves beginning
at C below middle C, or two and a half octaves from middle C). But as the
three octave model is by far the commonest, there is not much point in
writing for other instruments.

'Soprano' vibraphones are made, with a range one octave higher than
normal, as an economical substitute for both vibraphone and glockenspiel.

If it is necessary to extend the range ofthe vibraphone a few notes lower,
the bass metallophone made for Orfl-Schulwerk can be used. Like the bass
xylophone it has a compass of an octave and a sixth upwards from C below
middle C. Sirnila y, it is made in two parts (natural bars and chromatic bars).
The tone is full and mellow.

There has been some controversy as to the actual pitch ofthe vibraphone.
Occasionally composers have believed vibraphone sounds to be an octave
above the pitch generally recognized, and they have scored accordingly. Given
the strong octave harmonics which characterize vibraphone sounds, there is
perhaps some brsis for this belief, and this matter will be mentioned again
later.

Vibraphones have a keyboard made of two layers of aluminium alloy bars,

valeriabonafe
Realce
Vibrafone
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r.q,iit.a, this is usually indicated in the part by the words'motor on'

with diatonic notes in the first row near the playe! and chromatic notes in the

second row. Both rows of bars are always level with each other, to facilitate

four-rnallet playing. The bars are usually ] in. (I.27 cm') thick and.may all be

the same width (a6out r] in. (3.8 cm ) ) or may be graduated from about z{ in'

(5.7 cm.) wide in the low register to r! in. (3.8 cm) in the upper''" 'All 
the bars have tubular metal resonators fitted below them, tuned to the

same pitch as the bars. The ke,vboard and resonators are usually chromium-

olated or sold anodized.' 
Normailv the bars lie on felt darnpers, so that when they are struck, the

sounds are staccato and rather 'choked' and lifeless. The bars are lifted ofthe

tlampers by a 'damper pedal' (really a 'sustaining pedal') fitted below the

inst.u..nt, and long enough to be operated by either foot The player uses

the damper oedal whenever notes are struck, but takes care to damp offnotes

which, by ringing on, would only confuse the melody or harmony' Damping

will be further discussed later.
The tops of the resonators are fitted with discs which can be made to

revolve by means ofan electric or clockwork motor' thus altenately opening

and closins the tubes This produces the characteristic 'vibrato' of the

vibraphonel a vibnto which rially comprises two factors-fluctuations in

oitch-and variations in volume.
The electric motor actuating the discs is usually of variable speed' so that

different rates of vibrato are possible' This has its abuses' Some players

orefer a very slow vibrato, which can cause rather unpleasant pitch fluctua-

iions. Otheis like a fast vibrato which makes the sound shudder' However'

these efects can be useful and desirable in the right place, and it is not

unusual for composers to indicate 'slow vib.', 'rnedium vib'', or 'fast vib'' in

their scores, where such efects are approprlate.
The vibraphone can be effectivelv uied without vibrato .This gives a cool,

level sound of virgin quality which is quite in contrast with the warmth of

vihtato tone. To oiav tire insmrment wiihout vibrato the player has to switchvibrato tone. To piay tire inim.rment wiihout vibrato the player has to switch

of the motor atti turn the discs so that the resonating tube ends are open
(otherwise the sound is too dead). There should therefore be a short rest in

' Co this. Where vibrato or non-vibrato arethe player's part to allo\ry nlm to I -

'motor oF.
An excellent effect can be produced by playing a note or chord with the

motor off, and then setting it in motion at gradually incrca,sing speed' The

note or notes are first levil and cool; then' as the sound dies, it begins to

trernble with the increasing vibrato.
The vibraphone is usually played with soft beaters, as these produce the

mellow tone 
-most 

characteristic of the instrument. In this case the beaters

will orobablv have soft-core wool-wound heads. However, the instrument can

l-
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produce a brilliant, ringing tone with harder hammers, which may have hard
felt or rubber heads.

For general use, beaters with yarn- or cord-wound heads are advisable.
Their cores can have diferent degrees of hardness, thus providing different
tonal effects, attack characteristics, and degrees of volume. Vibraphone
players prefer such beaters to all others, for they give the best tone and elimi-
nate contact sounds. Wound beaters with soft cores can be indicated thus:

f , and those with hard .o..r, f .' 
Sticks with heads made of hard plastic produce a penetrating metallic

sound, which can cut through an orchestral tutti. Sometimes metal beaters
are indicated, but when used forcibly these damage the soft alloy bars, and in
any case only produce the same sound as hard plastic beaters. However, metal
glockenspiel beaters can be used in quiet passages, if a distinctly metallic
effect is required.

More than on almost any other instrument, different kinds of mallets
oroduce not onlv different volumes of sound on the vibraphone. but different
qualities of souid. Hard beaters indeed reinforce the upper panials so much
that--as mentioned above---*ome composers have thought the instrument
sounds an octave higher than the pitch usually recognized.

Some composers leave the player to choose whatever mallets are most
suitable to the dynarnics indicated or the general musical situation. Others
indicate each kind of mallet required, in considerable detail. But perhaps the
best rnethod is to give the player a general indication of the kind of stick to
use (e.g. 'soft sticks', 'hard sticks', etc.) and leave hirn to make his own choice
as to the exact kind to use. This is important, as in some passages players use
a slightly harder mallet in the right hand in order to make higher notes equal
in volume to lower notes.

The vibraphone is particularly suited to slow-moving, expressive melody
as at (a) below. The melody can be made even more sustained in character
by the use of tremolo as at (b):

In addition, by using two, three, or four beaters, a melody may be
harmonized with or without the tremolo, as at (a) and (b) below:

Er 39 (a)
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In the above example, a harder hammer is indicated for the right hand, so

that the melody will stand out'
In a flowing melody, grace notes and embellishments can be freely used'

Not onlv do ihev suii the nature of the instrument very well, they give a

fuller efiect and impulse to the melodic line:

Grace notes can be used to form chords:

The fourth chord in the above example could of course be wriften as an

arpeegio. Naturally, the sustaining pedai would have to be used for each of

ink!".notat, but iis use is so obvious that it need not be specially indicated'- 
The contrast of single notes, arabesques, and tremolos is most effective:

F,* tZ

N subito
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From the end ofthe third bar on, the pianissimo tremolo is maintained as a
quiet background to the melody in isolated notes, played much louder. In
this way the vibraphone can provide its own 'background' accompaniment,
with a 'foreground' melody which emerges on an altogether different dynamic
olane.- 

In the last example it will be seen that the first two tremolos are begun
with gace notes. This gives a better effect, particularly in the case of the
second remolo, where the cascade ofnotes gives a fine attack, sweeping down
to the sforzando F#. Without these embellishments, the tremolos would be
rather naked and banal.

Though the vibraphone is better suited to slow-moving music than the
xylophone and marimba, there is no reason why it should not be used in
rapid, energetic passages. Especially if hard beaters are used, and provided
the damper pedal is not used much, the effect will be crisp and shining:

Whether to include indications for the use of the damper pedal is a little
problematical. Sometimes it is absolutely necessary to indicate how the pedal
should be used but normally players can be left to use their own judgement.
Perhaps the best precedent to follow is that adopted for the piano. There only
essential or unusual pedalling indications are given. For the rest, the player
uses his own good sense, interpreting the information on the printed page in a
conventional musical fashion.

The whole matter hinges on the need to keep parts as graphically simple as
possible. Perhaps the best solution is to use slurs between those notes which
can be played in the same 'pedalling', all other notes then being separated, or
at the most, 'half-pedalled'. To illustrate this method, we will take an excerpt
from Milko Kelemen's Emilibres:
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EL {5

VF

Here, in an efort to show that certain note groups are sustained with the

oedal. Kelernen has resorted to a complex form of notation---one has to look at

ihe music more than once to see whai is intended. Unfomrnately, though this

notation reveals €ventually that full pedallings are needed on the first and last

beats ofthe first bar and the third beat ofthe second bar, there is no informa-
tion as to whether the remaining notes are separated or whether they may be
slurred into groups. Obviously, if some pedalling is not used, the effect is

bound to be dry and unmusical.
Ifhowever, ilurs are used to show which groups ofnotes are to be pedalled

together, the notation is considerably simplified. The player -is left in no

do:ubt as to which notes can be merged together and which must be separated:

It will be noticed that, in the fust note€roup, to be faithful to Kelemen's
original the C has had to be separated off from the other sounds' This can
only be done by'finger damping'.

Finger damping overcomes one of the big limitations ofthe vibraphone. It
permiti the stopping of notes, or the resolution or substitution of a note or
notes within a ihord while it is being held, without releasing the sustaining
pedal or re-striking the chord. After striking a chord, a note- may be sub-

itituted for another by simultaneously striking a new note and damping the
old note with a finser:

EL lt

VD

Er. l7

VFffi
This gives a natural flow and clear smoothness to the music which is other-
wise imoossible.

Boulez uses this technique to excellent effect in his Une Dentelle lAbolit:

,f *7 po
r z:\'',-'-r

ErluJlz; Utu Da{clh t'Atrolil
^ t

drmp ell exccpt (drhp)

F$ and Gfl (lvirh mf <.
fie herds)
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Here, all but two notes of th€ first arabesque are damped 'with the hands'.
While these two notes are then sustained, two further notes are played stac-

cato, being immediately damped with the fingers. The sustaining pedal is

shown depiessed throughout. This is thekind ofoccasion when it is absolutely
necessary to indicate exact pedallings.

Finger damping is therefore an imponant technical means by which an

intricate 'countlrpoint of sounds' can be produced, giving efects which are

more subtle and-musically elaborated than those usually wrinen for this
rnstrument.

Multiple-note chords are particularly effective on the vibraphone, the

resultinglound being rich and full' especially when vibrato iq 'sed. Informa-

tion on writing chords of three or more notes has already been given in

Chapter 6 andlnly one additional point needs to be made. Chords for the
vibraphone are sofiequendy written with the notes bunched together in'close

ordei, and so rarely with a wide spread, that many composers must be con-

vinced that only close chords are possible, or that only this type of chord

sounds well.
Certainly, close chords have a homogeneous sound, though this is not

always of uit"l impott"ttc". But in widely spread chords the component
sounds are more diitinct. and the dissonances (ifany) are smoothed out. The
following are a few of the spread chords to be found tn Boulez's Dentelle:

It will be seen that, in most of these chords, dissonances (especially semi-

tones) are widely separated, so that they are less harsh, and that in the last

three chords Boulez has taken advantage of the fact that each hand can be

widelv separated to produce four-note chords with two notes low down and

two high up. In such well-spread chords, it is best to indicate harder hamrners

in the right hand, so that a good balance is obtained.
Glissindos are very efective on the vibraphone. As with the rylophone'

brilliant splashes ofsound can be produced by the various methods discussed
in Chapter 6. But in addition, the vibraphone can give very subtle atmo-

spherei with soft glissandos' producing effects which are quite unique to

this instrument.
In all the normal glissando effects mentioned in Chapter 6, the beaters

must be stroked raPiAU over the keys to produce adequate volu-me, so that

inevitably the actual glissando lasts for only a brief moment of time' The

vibraphone however, ian sustain all the notes struck when the foot-pedal is

deoressed.

[ ,
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But the vibraphone can also be made to produce two -types of slop

glissando, by which the actual glissando efect can be considerably prolonged'

bn. -.thoi is to sweep the beaters repeatedly over a limited.area of the

natural keys, usually beginning in the low register, and then moving over the

keyboard slowly into th! uppei register' The sustaining-pedal is used, so that

elf the sounds-merge, and the precise successions of notes ar€ not over-

eviclent. This effectls most succassful at low volume, and the use ofvibrato

will help to fuse the sounds into a mysterious, trembling atmosphere' It

would bi indicated by either of the following methods:

Naturallv. this form ofglissando can be used either ascending or descending'

In addition, both beateis can begin in the centre ofthe instrum€nt and move

outwerds, or begin at the €xtre;ities of the keyboard and move towards the

centre.
The other slow glissando (the 'tremolo glissando') is performed by mov-

inr over the keyboaid *ith th. beaters playing tremolos on different notes'

If'two beaters aie used in each hand, a fuller effect can be obtained' Naturally

the beaters can move from left to right, right to left, from the centre outwards,

from the exnemities ofthe keyboard to the centre, and so on' It is advisable

to use this effect too at low volumes (with the sustaining pedal, vibrato, and

soft beaters) so that the actual note-successions are rather hidden' Asthe exact

notes playei are best left to the player's own invention, the tremolo glissando

can bi indicated by a graphic design showing the composer's apProximate

requirements, for examPle :

E! 5I

VF

Occasionally cornposers indicate glissandos to be played -on the resonating

tubes. The sound pioduced is thin and tinny, with no real musical quality'

The best effect is produced with the handle of a stick, or bamboo cane'
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Glocbenspiel or Orchestral Bells
The glockenspiel has two rows ofsteel bars arranged in the manner ofa piano
keyboard. It is usually contained in a portable case which can be set up on a
table, the lid being removed to expose the keyboard. The rear row of bars is
usually raised above the front layer. The steel bars are rectangular, between
r in. and r{ in. (about 3 cm.) wide and } in. tof in. (about o.8 cm.) in thickness.

The glockenspiel has been made with a compass varying between two and
three octaves, but today instruments have a fairly standard range oftwo and a
half octaves, written G to C as follows, but sounding two octaves higher:

^ 2

Glockcnspicl { t t ,-- l---1

Unlike the vibraphone, the glockenspiel is not normally fitted with tubular
resonators, and there is no damping mechanism. The bars ar€ mounted in a
manner which allows the notes to ring free and clear, so that in rapid passages
the sounds overlap each other, blurring the phrase outlines, but producing
that shining aura which is such a valuable characteristic of this instrument.

Occasionally, in order to elirninate the confusing ring ofthe glockenspiel's
sounds, the instrument is 'muted' or muffled by laying a light cloth over part
of the bars.

The glockenspiel is played with a variety of mallets or beaters. For quiet
effects, beaters with soft rubber knobs are used. For normalvolumes, medium
to hard rubber ends are required, while a variety of beaters are available for
forte passages----ebonite, wood, horn, plastic, etc. Metal beaters, with brass
balls mounted on plexiglass sticks, are available where a strong, clear sound is
called for in forte passages. However, these must be used only on glocken-
spiels with steel bars, not on instruments with alloy bars. Normally, the
choice ofsuitable beaters is left to the player's discretion. Glockenspiel parts
seldom give any indication of the composer's requirements except in very
soecial cases.

Because of the glockenspiels's sparkling crystal tones, the instrument has
been almost exclusively used to contribute to brilliant sonorities or luminous
atmospheres. By reason of the brief duration, limited volume and relative
indefiniteness ofits sounds, the glockenspiel is rarely us€d to contribute in a
decisive way to harmonic structures. Even in melody, it is very often doubled
by another instrument so as to give greater continuity and body to the sound.
For instance, even in Henry Cowell's Clncerto for Percussion and Orchestra
(where one might expect to see the glockenspiel play a free melodic role to
some ext€nt) the instrument is always doubled to give the melody more
clarity:

J J

l
I
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C.cw�elll. Concerto fot Petrycion

The one maior exception is shown in Ex' 7z where the addition ofa wood-

wind or string instrument would have spoiled the deliberately hard, shining
sound ofthe passage.

The doubling of upper woodwind parts by the glockenspiel to give
sparkle and brilliance is fairly commonplace. But particularly in rapid
passeges, where continuous glockenspiel sounds would tend to become con-
iused, the instrument often outlines only the salient points ofthe melody, this
being quite enough to give the desired brilliance:

Ex. 53

GEf

AIeSlo schenando J = U6 Ross Lec Fioacy: Srn,horrJ No,2
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However, the glockenspiel is ideally suited to solo passages where the
general effect is deliberately fugitive, ephemeral, or evanescent:

or where the composer deliberately wishes to create a dense medley ofsounds.
Many such passages occur in Messiaen's Oiseo,ux Etotiques, where each
instrument imitates a particular bird-song, when they all join together in a
stupendous counterpoint of brilliant chattering melodies. However in this
and ̂ other works, Messiaen specifies a keyboard glockenspiel, for which see
p . 5 b .

The instrument is invaluable for introducing tiny touches of light in
accompaniments, either by short figuresand arabesques,or by isolated sounds,
as in the following example from Schoenberg's Variations, Op. 3r.

l '
i

I
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A shining background colour can be introduced against a dark orchestral
foreground 6y quiit glockenspiel figurations. As Alan Hovhaness shows in his
Conieno No. 8 for Orchestra, in such situations the instrument can be used
at a dif€rent tempo from the rest of the orch€stra' introducing notes which
do not always belong to the orchestral harmony (as at 'a' below). At 'b' is
shown a paisage where almost all glockenspiel notes are foreign to the
harmony:

/
F.z. pp
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Andante J = 66
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Occasionally the glockenspiel is used as an upper extension to the vibra-
phone. In the following example from Jean Barraqud's Chaxt aprls Chant,
one player plays on both instruments:

m
Tr6s al lant J:80-84

VD

As with other keyboard percussion instruments, the glissando and tremolo
can be used, particularly in forte passages. Three- and four-note chords are
also possible though not frequently used.

The bell jra or jra-glochenspiel is a form of glockenspiel adapted for use
in marching bands. The keyboard is held vertically (ladder-wise) in a lpe-
shaped aluminium frame fixed to a staffcarried by a special suppon in the
player's belt. The instrument can be fixed vertically to a stand when not on
the march, or played flat in a case like the normal glockenspiel.

Jcan Beriaqua: Chaat at t Chot
r-5_-'il
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Bell lyras have a more limited range than the glockenspiel, usually two
octaves, but sounding two octaves higher:

Bell lyra (sounds two octaves higher)

)- gz

The instrument is usually played with hard plastic mallets, has great pene-
trating power, and can be heard above the forte of a large band.

The kelboard glocbnspiel (the French 'jeu de timbres'), is rarely written
for nowadays, perhaps because it is by no means a common instrument,
perhaps because its tone and volume do not equal that ofthe conventional
glockenspiel. Being enclosed in a box, the tone ofthe instrument is muffled. In
addition, the keyboard mechanism permits the production of only one scale
of volume; no nuances are possible, and usually the noisy mechanism gives
a toylike effect. But though this instrument has been superseded by the celesta
for soft effects and by the glockenspiel for brilliance, its keyboard allows the
performance ofchords, polyphonic passages, and very rapid figurations which
are beyond the possibilities of the conventional instrument, such as the fol-
lowine:

Messiaen:. Chnnochromie

In such works as Chronochromie Messiaen always writes very swift single-
note patternings. Chords and polyphony are excluded. The same is true of
Stockhausen's use of this instrument it Gruppen except for very occasional
chord passages as follows:

Er. 59
) : p o

K€yboard
GIock.

In both the above works the keyboard glockenspiel is written for with a
wide range ofdynamics which cannot be reproduced. In addition there seems
to be some miscalculation as to the volume scale of the instrument. At some
points Messiaen writes zfor the keyboard glockenspiel against xylophonef
Here and in many other passages the instrument is quite inaudible. Certainly
the use ofthis instrument in Mozart's The Mapic Fluteseems better calculated.

Slockisusen: Grrlrar

ff
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The keyboard glockenspiel usually has a range ofa little over three octaves,
written as follows, but sounding two octaves higher:

Ke'board * t'fl? ,
clo.ken5prel * |

Cele*a
This instrument is often not regarded as a percussion instrument. Ho\ryev€r,
there is no doubt that it belongs to the family of tuned idiophones, and as in
some modern scores the celesta is included amongst the percussionist's instru-
ments (e.9. in Berio's Crrrles), there are reasonable grounds for including the
celesta in the percussion group. In any case, though in orchestras the celesta is
usually played by a pianist, it is important here to compare the possibilities
ofthe celesta with similar idiophones such as the glockenspiel and dulcitone.

Invented about r88o by the Parisian Mustel, the celesta is a form of glock-
enspiel fitted with a piano-type keyboard. Tuned steel bars of glockenspiel
type are struck by hammers through the keyboard mechanism, and as each
bar is fitted on a tuned wooden resonating box, the sound has a round but
ethereal s\yeetness, which is quite different from the glockenspiel's brilliant,
hard sparkle.

The gentle, soft tones ofthe celesta are ofshort duration, and the keyboard
mechanism does not perrnit any useful graduations of volume. However, a
sustaining foot-pedal is fitted on all instruments. Though this is often called
the 'damper' pedal, staccato notes are impossible.

The range ofthe instrument is four octaves ascending from middle C, but
the music is usually written an octave lower than the real sounds, using two
staves:

(sounds one ocravc highcr)

It is important to appreciate the small amount of sound emitted by the
celesta. This can only be done by actually playing the instrument, when one's
first impressions are that the keyboard is almost dead and not responding
zufficiently to the touch. It is also important to insist that virtually no distinct
graduations of volume are possible. Those composers who fill their celesta
parts with pianissimos and fortissimos have obviously never had their hands
on the instrument!

The celesta (unlike the glockenspiel) is easily covered by the rest of the
orchestra, and should only be used in quiet passag€s, particularly if it has a

i
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solo role. Solo melody is very rarely given to the celesta in orchestral com-

oositions. The sound is so evanescent that it is not suitable for slow-moving

iantilenas, while in rapid-moving melodies the tendency for the sounds to run

on and overlap each other causes a confused effect.
But compoiers have perhaps gone too far in avoiding celesta melodies'

Where thesi are delicate and tenuous, with a gentle movement' the celesta
can be used with confidence, providing the accompaniment is well subdued'
In the following example from the opening of the author's Variations on a

Theme ofDallapiccola, the theme is passed between the flute and celesta in a

olav of soft colours:

Ex.60 k
Andantino .lr : 96
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The above was not written without misgivings that the celesta sounds might
prove to be too slight for the first announcement of thematic material' But

such fears oroved to be without foundation.
Howevei. it is certain that the celesm is more suited (by the very nature of

its sounds) to producing fugitive, decorative embroideries rather than making

decisive statements. The slender tracery ofits arabesques, in such passages as

the following can hardly be produced by any other instrument:

Rrindle: Vatiations on a thc,re oI Dalapiccola
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Brrndle: Vaiations on a &zne of Dallapiccola

J: i2

Gl.

n. cl Hn.

The celesta is invaluable for delicate touches ofchordal harmony, particu-
larly in pointilliste-type orchestrations:

Wcbcm: Srr Aeceslor Orthestru Op.6
L a n g s a m  ( , : 5 0 )  

- J , - - . 1

LJ - . r
Vl..
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pp c.rli

A special quality ofthe celesta is its ability to create a backcloth ofshining
luminosity, without being heard with too much definition. No other instru-
ment can produce such delicate haloes of sound as background colour, with
running figurations such as the following:

Bzrtbk: Mu:ic for Stings, Perctscion and Cebsu

z

.1, = ros
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It is often used to give a delicate impact to pianissimo woodwind or string
chords, imparting a luminous quality to the harmony which would otherwise
be absent:

I

Schoenbcrg: Vaiations Jor Orchestra

r.i h
T !::
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Doubling of woodwind or string melodies and harmonies is a frequent duty
for the cilesta. Often such doubling is turned into running passages, filling

out th€ harmony with arpeggios and arabesques. In such situations the func-

tion of the instrument is primarily a colouristic one, giving warmth and
lusciousness to the music, or imparting an air of grace and fantasy.

It is becoming increasingly used in chamber music. Here, its small scale of
volume is no longer a defect, so the instrument can play a much more varied
and prominent role than in symphonic music.

For reference to an instrument called the 'celestette' see under 'sistrum'

(final paragraph).

Dahitone
This keyboard instrument has a pianoforte action similar to the celesta, but
the sound is produced by the hammers striking steel tuning forks fitted to a
resonating board. Dampers are fitted to each fork, actuated by a foot pcdal.

The dulcitone, as its name suggests, is soft and sweet, with a bell-like
sound not unlike the celesta. However, it has a more sustained tone than the

latter instrument, the lower registers having a prolonged hum which gives the
impression of an attractive depth of timbre. But the tone cannot be forced.
Lile the celesta, large gradations of volume are not possible, and the instru-
ment must only be used in soft passages'

The dulcitone can be used in the same musical situations as the celesta,
giving grace and lurninosity to the orchestral sound' However, it is rarely used
in the orchestra due to its scarcity, and never seems to have entered into the
realm of chamber music. This is unfortunate, for the dulcitone is an ideal
chamber instrument and could very well play an important role in chamber
ensembles.

The instrument does not seem to be made in any standard size, but the
four octaves ascending from tenor C are usually available, and there is little

call to eo outside these limits:

The instrument is sometimes called the 'typophone', following D'Indy's
use of this term in the score of his Chant de la Cloche for otchesttt.
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Tubular Bells
There have been numerous attempts to introduce various t]?es of bells into

the orchestra. Some have resembled church bells, other have consisted of

metal plates or inverted saucer-shaped discs. But because of their- scarcity

and vaiiery, it is impossible to make any remarks about them of general

application.- 
The only bells to be considered here are the tubular bells or 'chimes''

Because ofiheir light tone-quality they are not satisfactory substitutes for (or

imitations of) large bells. Nevertheless their sound has become a valuable

addition to the orchestral colour-spectrum, and in any case they can play a

much more agile role than their larger cousins.
Tubular bills are made of brass tubes about I] in. (4 cm.) in diameter,

usually chromium plated, and hung in a frame by their upper ends with

cords. They are maae in complete sets, suspended in keyboard fashion' with

diatonic notes in front and chromatic ones in the rear. A damper mechanism

is aftached, operated by the foot, so that tubes may be damped whenever

necessary.
They are usually eighteen in number, and range from middle C to F one

octave and a fourth above. Some American models have twenty tubes, includ-

ing high Ff and G, but as these cannot be counted on with cenainty, it is best

to write for the smaller model:

4- - ,
Tuburar b€rrs 4-==

a l e

The sounds should be written rt pitch Some composers write the notes an

octave lower in the beliefthat this is the real pitch oftubular bells. They may
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indeed have these low fundamental tones, but these are so weak. comoared
with the actual sounds we perceive in an orchestral setting, that this usage
should be abandoned. Though composers have not infrequently written for
bells above and below the range given above (e.g. Messiaen requires a two-
octave insrurnent from Ff below middle C), and extra tubes can som€times be
hired to accommodate these needs, more often performers transpose these
extreme notes an octave up or down, so that they lie within the range oftheir
lnsrument.

The bells are played by sriking them at the top rim with a special rawhide
mallet. It should be noted that when the bells are struck. thev oscillate back
and forth in the cord harness. The player thus has to watch thi position ofthe
tubes with care in order to strike them accurately. This means that he has to
memorize the music in order to keep one eye on the conductor and the other
on the tubes. Accordingly, it is only reasonable to write music which can be
readily commined to memory. In any case, though tubular bells can be played
fairly rapidly, they are most effective in a simple role and when used with
economy.

Though the rawhide mallet brings out the bells'fullest tone, other beaters
may be used. A metal beater or triangle stick can produce a hard metallic
sound (cf. Holst's ?"ir Planets p. rrg), while a soft felt stick will produce a
mellow hum. In general, a hard beater will as usual accentuate tiie higher
harmonics and a soft beater the fundamental tone.

If bells are struck at the middle of their length, there is less percussive
attack than when they are struck at the normal beating spot at the upper rim.
Though the general tone is the same, the sounds have a more gentle, humming
character.

Some composers indicate the muting of bells with a cloth, while if the
tubes are struck through a soft cloth with the mallet (without the cloth re-
maining in contact with the tubes), a mellow rounded tone can be produced
with the upper panials subdued.

The use of bells in a realistic way (e.g. Britten's Peter Crimes, Puccini's
Tosca and many other operas) is a commonplace, just as is their use to create
a general religious atmosphere or an air of solemnity. But this noble instru-
ment can be dissociated complet€ly from the eloisters. In Stravinsky's Zes
Naras it fits in perfectly with the raw, uncouth atmosphere ofpagan festivity,
while in Hindemith's Slnphonic Metamofphlses, it joins with the timpani in
an episode of simple exuberance. One can go even further and insert it in the
realm ofabstract music with no fear that it will evoke religiosity (cf. Boulez's
Improaisations sur Mallarmi and Yarise's lonisation).It simply belongs to the
family of metallic percussion of definite pitch.
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'fhe 
following exarnple includes the most common chime effects:

-la5\,1 \J/

(2 hard ryl. stic'l O woodeo stick gy eliss. with wood stick

p-< =--- (daop E)

strite tubcs sirh oaal ber

L

I
i
t
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(a) shows sinsle notes and (b) two-note chords' In (c) and (d) three- and

fnrrJnot. chords"are obtained by playing acciaccaturas on one or two notes'

as the case maY be.* 
i;(.)-; ir.itoro i. played on one $be with two hard xylophone sticks'

Tr";;ilr;;;-;hi. pi"via *itn tort vibraphone beaters' or with two metal

"i"tr rcf. the'sanctus'in Britten's ll/ar Requiem)'"" 
I. i;i ;;;;; stick is insertetl betwein two tubes so that a tremolo

b.;;;',;" t;;. is obtained. At the end of the first bar the E is damped with

;:H;;;il;i; f"tio*.J io.i"g o" into the next bar without being struck

seoaratelv.'""6fi.."'"a". 
"""r the tubes can be very effective ln (g) an octave ofdiatonic

"",i'"* ti."i"a ioron,oa.ds *ith " *ooden stick in crescendo' while the low

il"sirricik ;i;h a normal mallet. Altematively' tubes can be stroked with a

;;;;;;h;;t; a soft metallic swish, or with a.soft felt vibraphone beater

i"i " -"ff"* t3""a. A glissando over the tubes with a triangle beater grves a

il;ilh;i "i;;effJct. It must be notecl that such glissandos are over the

natural notes.'-- 
ifr. f"r, "t".ple (h) is not common,,but very efective' Several tubes are

.;il;;;;;dly *ilh a -.t"1b"' ot *ltt, to gin" " u"ty penetrating metallic

clash."''"ri"uv, 
the tubes can be played with the fingers for very quiet' subtle

"tr;;;i'h:;,hit-*iy " l"ii virietv of timbre Ln be produced at a low

vohime scale which is ideal for chamber musrc'

Gongs
Gongs Dlay an essentnl pan tn music ofthe Orient' where sets of $ned gongs-

igffii:ii|'i,:;:pi"v'r''l rt"". u."t in common uie for centuries' The art of

uone making has now passed tnto Europe and America' but fine oriental

inrfrrrn.nt, "t" possessed by some maior symphony orcnestras'
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The gong is often confused with the tamtam, in fact it is certain that many
composers have written 'gong'and 'tamtam' in their scores without appreciat-
ing their real differences (see 'tamtam' for further discussion regarding the
nomenclature of these instruments).

Gongs are made from bronze alloy discs of heavier gauge than tamtams, so
that for a given size the sound is much deeper and melodious, without the
shrill overtones ofthe tamtam. Whereas the tamtam is flat or slishtlv saucer-
shaped, and with a shallow rim, the gong usually has a surface 

-area 
of more

complex form, and a deep rim, sometimes of considerable depth. But the
main feature of the gong is the fact that the centre is usually beaten out into
a prominent protuberance or dome, by means of which the instrument is
tuned. The more usual forms are as follows:

Fig.+.

Gongs are normally tuned, but whereas some emit beautifully harmonious
sounds, others are made to be rich in overtones of a more discordant nature,

07
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calculatedtoproduceharshertones,especiallywhenstruckforcibly,w-hich
;;;il; ;",Jirt. t.*i"" "r'indeterminate sounds' This latter type is fairly

ii",'."J rt".'"1"tuy fittle or no protub€rance, hence its confusion with the

ir.ir.. ."a i,. iriclusion in the category of instruments ofindeterminate

nitch. The qongs with a rounded dome are usually tuned to glYel sonorous

i"." irta"il."ll tone with harmonics of a concordant nature' Gongs with

;;;;;t;;il;ularly those in the right-hand column above)' are often

;.f#; ;; ['cii;;t; gongs' even thoigh these forms are more tvpical of^f"* 
""a Sir-. Sets oftinei gongs of thii type are used for th-e gong climes

;il;';;;;.h ;ihtitting .d'."tin Puccinl's Turandot and Mascagni's lris'

i"*. o..*..i"t ensemblls have made up sets of tuned gongs for specially

;;;i'..1"*J;;*positions, but there is no standard compass established so

i*. O",i. C"",i"!nt such gong-plays are called'Thailand gongs'''-' 
Norrntfit.ornpose., fighishy oiuiing tuned gongs' as-theycould obviously

play havoc'with ihe orchestral harmonies But there is no more ma;esttc

ffiJih"" " irrg. tott.d gong, and in music of an atonal nature there is so

ii ,r.lir[ "i,nJrtarmoni-c e{uilibrium being disturbed -that we need not

hesit"t" to us. su"h fine instruments. For instance, some of Messiaen's scores

i;;;; *";t very prominently and over long periods-in a generally atonal

.""i.*i..*l-r, irprcto Resuriectio em Mortuorum and Chronochronie)' but

fr. J*. i"itp*ify "ny tuni,,g,, -tt"ly instruments which sound in different

tttt"til; 
"r" -"u. in various sizes' the smallest suitable for normal orchestral

use beins about 20 in. (5o cm.) in diameter' Medium-sized lnstruments

""*ir#t. i". tot cm.; to"z8 in. i7r cm') diameter and larger-models from 3o

;;'is t;. i;d i; ; cm.; r rhev ari usuallv hung from a circular steel support

;;d;;.i1;t,h;tpecial *eigited wooden mallet covered with lamb's wool'
--- 

Soi.ii-"t "o-iosers indicate that the gong, after b.eing struck' should be

d"-p.d'f.on] th. ientre' so that the deeper tones are eliminated fust' leaving

;i;iiiil.;;;"i. tinging on until they too are damped .Sometimes 
theyindi-

cai.lfi", ,ft" gong sh"ouicl be struck with a timpani stick, thus producing a

fi"it,.t ,".e. ihiie occasionally a side drum sti'k is used (e'g' Stravinsky's'ii:tittni"i 
i give a bright ringing sound. especially if struck on or near the

.im. The sons may also be struc[ with a meial triangle beater (cf' Walton's

Belshazzai's Feottj to giur- a hard' metallic clash'

A oanicul"rty ttarsh ringing sound can be produced by running a triangle

b;;;;;h; tim of thJgJng with rapid sweeps, or xcross the surface on

very large instruments.
r M.M. P.iste & Sohn make gongs from 7 in diarneter to 38-in'-(r8 to 97 cm )' and produce

"oioi"'a" * of gong "himes (-thirteen instumena) for each ofthe four octaves b€ginning on low

;.;;;;;i.":.iddle c, and extending up to two otraves above middle C-a qrire astonish-

i;;;. fi;;"; *e rnade ar Renasbirs, Germanv but are sold throush thc 6rm's cvmbd

facton at Nott il, Luceme, in Swit"trl$d'
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The finest gong tone is produced with a healy blow near the centre, using
a large soft mallet. The sound is not produced instantaneously, but builds up
to its maximum after a brief moment. If it is necessary for the maximum
sound to coincide exactly with that of other instruments it is therefore
advisable to indicat€ the stroke ofthe gong a fraction previously (say a semi-
quaver in medium tempo).

The full power of the gong can best be built up by a tremolo or repeated
strokes-in fact very large instruments definitely need a succession ofstrokes
to give their full volume. This will be heard as a gradual crescendo, rather
than as a succession ofrepeated notes. In the following example from Carlos
Chavez's Toccata for Percussion Instruments. a verv effective crescendo is
built up by a cymbal roll and semiquaver beats on a small gong, ending with
a fortissimo stroke on a large gong:

cl'.6a(z; To..a fot P.t.ussitnEr 66
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Ex. 6?
Varying the striking poinr fott-nt'

*itft *La fefr hard rubbcr *ood/felt chalge sticks as much as possiblc
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The gong has a very versatile nature' The right instrument can emit a

n"iesticioJrn which ireates an atmosphere of immense gtandeur; played

*iii"rJ"...,"t sticks on the rim it can produce a violent clash ofsparkling

sounds. But some of the most subtle effects can be created ln qulet passages

Lu r"f, t""f..t, *t ich though hardly heard, build up a rnysterious throbbing

vibration in the orchestral texture
An impressive passage in which the player elicits a gleat varrety ot tones

f.";; ;i";i;;;.;;ccuri rton.ofth.'no,t inttntt-ottntsof Stockhausen's

Kontakte for electronic sounds' percusston' and pnno:

Stockhar.rsen: KontaA*

hard wood thick
fclt

rs* rrrrr
O \ ,  f -  F  e  . w  , r 2  E  . . r . . t  1  t  ' - :

f >-<> ff-=f- <=-f

( / : a t t h e d o r n c )

As will be seen' the player is instructed to strike the instrument xt varrous

;;r;;;;;i ". o" it" dome' with various beaters' The duration of the

;;;.;;; ;;;..."nds, and in tie following section the gong is ioined bv the

;;;;il l;i"r; ;y th. pi"ni.t) who has s'imilar instructions The effect is

cataclvsmic.---Co'nn..o",i"u. 
to sound for some time after being struck, so the termina-

,i""-oi?f," t"tta should be accurrtely notated lf the sound is not to be

;;;;. i; ;.;fficient to indicate a tie on the note struck, with no note fol-

lo*iire. or use the letters 'L.V.' (lasciar vibrare)'

Ifihe performer has to use the heavy mallet, it is best to grve hrm tlme to

o".o-iftiJ "ta get himself into a good playing position' In other words' he

3i"ia .", u. ."-p.cted to play thi side dru- ont moment and the gong the

r.o. iit .tft toirtion would'be to hit the gong with a stick which would be

much too light and hard to produce the proPer tone''^' 
rti"iil"""rn*, be made of the 'watei gong' included in some modern

r"";.. iitl; i; an efect obtained by immeising a gong in water when it is

ai-"t. A" il" instrument is lowered into the water there is a pronounced

nii.t"nao ao*n*"rds. When a gong is half submerged' its sound- is an octave

i"*.. ifttt .".-4. Cornpletely-imriersed' it sounds two octaves lower' How-

.r"r, ,n. ."i. itt. gong i. tob-.tg.d' the weaker is the fundamental tone

"".L"r.a *iirt,f,. f"rrrionic.. Unut-ual and attractive sounds can be obtained

bu.iirine "nd lowering the gong, slowly or quickly (one can even produce a

tiurri"ri?"J ttnting tle inrirui'ent "t approptiate mo^ents As a variant of
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the above, deep.sided gongs or tamtams can be floated face down on the
water, so that when struck they emit a very deep sound. As large baths are
required for water gongs, they naturally are not popular with concert pro-
moters!

Crotales
The term crotale is ofGreek origin, and refers in general to instruments made
oftwo small pieces of metal, wood, bone, or ivory, fastened to the thumb and
fingers and beaten together like castanets. Today composers use the term
crotale for several different kinds of small cymbal. which varv in shape from
that of a Turkish cymbal to small thick inverted brass cups which aie really
tiny bells. There also seems confusion as to whether they should be played in
pairs or singly, whether they are tuned or indefinite in pitch, and certainly
there is little evidence as to what pitch limits are normal. Further, crotales are
sometim€s termed 'antique cymbals', again without any precise indication as
to which instruments are intended.

Perhaps it would be best to divide crotales into three specific types: (a)
untuned 'finger cymbals', (b) small 'tuned cymbals' of conventional shape,
and (c) 'bell crotales', those of cup-like form.

AII these instruments have certain factors in common. They are made of
brass or bronze alloy comparatively thick for their size, and when struck
lightly emit a very pure high sound. They are only suited to very quiet atmo-
spheres and are best flicked with the fingernail or struck lightly with a small
wood or metal stick. Excessive force destroys the purity and intonation ofthe
sound without adding much to its volume. In the Rrre of Sprkg Stravinsky
includes two crotales (played forte together with fortissimo triangle) in a fairly
dense context which makes this passage seem more appropriate to the glock-
enspiel. But his use of two crotales in the quieter concluding section of rdr
.ly'ores is very appropriate. Perhaps the most suggestiv€ use of'antique cymbals'
is in the last bars ofDebussy's Z'lprls-midi d'un Faune, where they give the
final touch to the work's tenuous sensualitv:

Debwsy| DAgtis-midi d'u Foufte

valeriabonafe
Realce
Crotales

valeriabonafe
Realce
Crotales
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Untuned finger cymbals do not seem to be made in a large variety of

sizes. Zildiian mlakes pairs in two gauges only--thick (highest pitch) and thin'

They are iastened to the thumb and index finger by small leather straps or

loops.
binger cymbals can obviously be played fairly rapidly like castanets, but

no ,urn-ohoni" ."o.e seems to require this, probably because these instruments

"r. *ort p...iou" to us for theii single soft touches. However Britten, in his

llar Reiaiem, scores a tremolo foi antique cymb,als, -seeming-to refer to

untuned finger cymbals, as he makes a note that'ifantique cymbals are not

available-u-se untuned pair of small cymbals (clashed) instead''

Zildiian makessets of^'metal castanets'-thick z in. (5 cm') diameter finger

cvmbals (untuned), mounted in pairs on spring steel handles' They can be

rioidlv piaved in the intricate rhythms of Latin American music' Such metal

""rt"n.tt h"u. long been a feature of Spanish and furbic music-'

The same firm-makes pairs of tuned crotales in the form of small thick

cvmbals ransins from z tb 5 in. (5 to I3 cm.) in diameter' Thirteen pairs

ai. avail"bl.lru"ned in a cko'matic octave from C in the middle of the treble

stave to the C above.l For single sounds, a pair of crotales can be played by

touchins their edges together. But for successions of different sounds, it is

or"f.r"6l. to *ou-nt an 6ctave ofsingle crotales on a board with special metal

,uppot ., in keyboard fashion (diatonic notes in front, chromatic in the rear'

i"'o'ta.. 
'of 

pit"tt;. Using appropriate beaters (metal' plastic, or wood) rapid

notoou"""rrionr'."n thi-n be played. Such a set of crotales is required for the

very rapid and complex passageiwhich occur in some modern compositions'

bhJ"uthn. hrs.i"n a fineset of crotales ofContinental make, consisting of

circular flat bronze discs ofvery heavy gauge, hung vertically in alarge frame'

Twenty-five in nurnber, they covered the entire chromatic rangeol two octaves

uDwards from C above middle C.' 
Even wider pitch ranges have been scored for' but at present it would be

most wise to count on m;dest resources, and write no more than a chromatic

octave from an C above middle C (sounding an octave higher)'

Bell crotales have excellent tone' very silvery and clear' They are to be

found (sometimes with intemal clappers) in many antique shops in various

forms and sizes. Unfortunately, they do not seem to be commercially pro'

au""a tV instrument makers ai the time of writing' (See also 'sistrum' for

similar tuned bells.)

Muhal Sao
At one time this instrument was a common ioiner's handsaw, but today this

has been replaced by a more finely-tuned steel blade of similar shape, but

r Thfu fu thc compass .s stated by Zildiim. But thry ccrteinly secm to sound rn octalc highcr'

and are so indicatcd itr Stocldauscn's trontalr, .nd othcr s@r€s'
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without teeth. The blade is fixed to a wooden handle which is held between
the knees, while the left hand holds the extremity of the blade.

Sounds are produced either by stroking the edge ofthe saw with a violin
bow, or by striking the blade with a soft stick, such as a felt-headed marimba
beater. The bow gives a singing tone, the sound is naturally sustained, and
expressive crescendos and diminuendos are easily produced. When the saw is
played by striking, there are two separate sounds. The fust is a rather un-
musical 'clonk' when the blade is struck, and then there follows. at a lower
dynamic level, the more 'singing' tone.

It is not easy to play the saw perfectly in tune. fu the pitch depends on
minute gradations of curvature given to the blade by the left hand, and the
exact curvature for a given note cannot easily be judged, the instrument has
to be played by ear. It is quite common to hear a note played first out oftune
and then rapidly adjusted to the correct pitch. Such pitch adjustments are
often hidden behind a fairly pronounced 'vibrato'-a very characteristic
feature with this instrument produced by shaking the blade slightly-but any
sounds which are initially out oftune are much more evident when the saw is
played by striking.

Every movement from one note to another is done by glissando, so that the
player can flex the blade correctly for each new sound. The saw is therefore
most suited to sustained, singing passages, where vibrato and glissando are
not out of place. The music should not move too quickly and stacarto pas-
sages should be avoided. Given adequate time, the saw can leap over large
intervals, but when movement is more rapid, the intervals should be smallei:

J= re Mallutlmit Micr@lllltot

n p cor oibtuto

Fhxatone
This instrument is a kind of variant of the musical saw. A thin steel blade of
somewhat triangular shape is fixed at its base into a metal frame, to which a
handle is attached. The free end of the blade is near the handle, so that the
blade can be flexed by the thumb ofthe hand holding the instrument. Slightly
curved steel springs are fixed to each side of the blade, with a softwood ball
fastened to each free end. When the instrument is shaken, the softwood balls
strike the blade, and the intonation can be adiusted with the thumb.

.- The sound is high-pitched and shrill, but not loud. Single strokes are por
sible, but a'tremolo'is more characteristic. The flexing ofthe blade produces
cheracteristic scooping glissandos, or en exaggerated vibrato.
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Valk slowly to best KtEeL Match
end of Marimba

strikc oo Lh.

The flexatone has a wide range of pitch and is not without expressive pos-

sibilities, but the actual intonation is so uncertatn and varlable tnat lt ls a

mistake io write a part requiring such exactitude of pitch as Schoenberg does

in the third variation of hii Variitions for Orchestra. In any case th€ flexatone

is here completely drowned by the rest of the orchestra'
The instiument is much more suited to musical buffoonery, as in Mauricio

Kagel's Match.In this piece the serious efforts of two cellists are gradually

bro:ught to nothing by the percussion player, whose playing becomes less and

less slerious, until f,e 6ringi the piece to an end with a very amusing flexatone

solo, at which the cellists give up in despair:

B€Et ovc! bess drum
pleying as ifpossesscdEr. 70
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Cbsses
iti, ,t "ng" that the expanding tonal spectrum of percussion has not yet led

to the expioitation of various types of glass sounds. Alongside the increasing

variew oi'wood', 'metal', and 'membrane' sounds could exist yet another-
'slass;-but the iashion for glass sounds seems to be dying rather than ex-

Pandrng.' 
Stra-neelv enoush. some electronic music compositions make considerable

u.. of rJundt liki splintering glass, but only one symphonic composition
(Devidson's Arto Aicident\ seems to feature such a sound-effect'

In seneral. elass mav be said to have two different kinds ofsounds, those

obtainid when-it is struik, and those produced when it is stroked with damp

finsers. Asain it would not be far-fetched to say that both kinds of sounds

haie verv"similar counterparts in electronic music, but are almost always

omitted from oercussive music. Yet both kinds ofsound were popular enough

two and even three hundred years ago. Glasses were tuned by filling them
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with water for Gluck's famous 'Concerto upon Twenty-six Drinking-Glasses'
as long ago x ry46, and. glasses were also specially made to give chromatic
scales over a wide range.

Sometimes the glasses were struck, but more often they were stroked with
a wetted finger, and this latter method was developed into what must have
been a fascinating instrument, the glass harmonica, in which a set of tuned
glass bowls were rotated by a treadle and sounded by stroking the wetted
rims with the fingers. This instrument caused quite a sensation and many
composers wrote for it, including Mozart and Beethoven. Its singing, pure
ton€s must have been quite beautiful, yet in modern scores, the sounding of
glasses by stroking seems to have disappeared. They are almost always struck,
but composers seern to be obstinately indifferent as to the exact pitch and
timbre of the sound when writing for this medium. ln his Symphonies de
Timbres Husbenstrxk-Ramati scores for four glasses ('crystals') designated as
soprano, alto, tenor, and bass, but no pitch is given. By'crystals' he seems to
mean very fine crystal tumblers of widely diferent pitch. The work begins
and ends with the glasses featured prominently over a background of double
basses, cymbals, and a gong:

IlaubcDslock-Rlrdrd: S'rrrrrrrlr dr tirrrat
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In his Concerto for Percussion and Orchestra, Henry Cowell writes some-
what vaguely for 'five porcelain bowls (not tuned, butofdifferent tone-heights,
such as Pyrex bowls, etc.)'. These serve mostly as a kind of ostinato, and
together with five untuned 'metal sounds' and four gongs, must provide a
most unusual background for the following glockenspiel solo:
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It Reahtionzn for four percussionists, Bo Nilsson includes'five empty glass

bottles' among the instruments for each player, while in/ez.r 6 for six percus-

sion performJrs, Haubenstock-Ramati specifies 'five glass blocks or flasks''

One ieels that these composers are indiferent to the precise sounds which are

oroduced. Perhaps this ii in keeping with the imprecise' aleatory music these

trnoor.t. write. in which 'chance' effects are deliberately cultivated.
Ii glass sounds are ever to be developed on a par with the other three types

of oer-cussion sounds, a good deal ofresearch will have to be carried out, and

.quiprn.n, will have tole standardized' Until composers become aware of

the possibilities of glass instruments and stat€ their exact requirements' the

present state of decadence will continue.

Stcel Drums
These insmrments have become common in the Antilles, where they are

made by cuning of the tops ofoil drums and leaving.a portion-of the side

attached so as to form a reionating chamber. A deep side is used for drums
intended for accompaniment and a more shallow one for melody instruments'

CONTEMPORARY PERCUSSION
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The drum top is heated and hammered until it is slightly concave. Cenain
sections are then partly isolated from the rest of the instrument by cutting
grooves, and these sections are then tuned to different notes by funher
hammering.

A 'steel drum' is therefore really not a drum at all, but rather pieces of
tuned metal attached to a resonating chamber. When played with sofi-headed
sticks,these drums producesounds which are not unlikethose ofthe marimba,
but with an added metallic quality. The instruments are usually played by a
group of players (a 'steel band'), some playing the melody and others the
accompaniment. The drums hang in front ofthe player, being suspended by
cords running over the shoulders and behind the neck.

Sanza
The sanza (sansa or zanza) is a purely African instnrment, being found only
in Central and South Africa. It consists of a number ofthin metal or bamboo
blades, flattened at one end. and fastened to a resonatinc board or flat box.
The blades are laid alongside each other in a row (abouitwelve in number)
so that their thinned{own ends proiect over the edge of a ramp on the res-
onator. The other ends ofthe blades are firmly clamped down under a bridge.
In this way, the projecting ends ofthe blades are free to vibrate, so that when
plucked they produce a mellow, twanging sound.

Each blade ofthe sanza emits a diferent note, tuning being canied out by
adjusting the length ofthe freely-vibrating portion of each individual blade.
Sanzas are tuned to the notes of the diatonic or pentatonic scale. and have a
compass of up to trvo octaves.
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P.t^r:l!1lq,rr.**."points-an angle. for instance, gives a more silvery sound.
r ne rremolo ls perlormed by rapid strokes between two sides ofthe bar at the
upper angle.

Cglpg:.r: ofthe Iast century discovered that a triangle tremolo could add
consloeraDl.e bnlllance.at the.peak ofan orchestral fortissimo. However, thebest uses ol the triangle are in the lower dynamics. A soft stroke, solo, canrntroduce a moment of innocent purity. Together with soft string or wood_
wind chords in upper registers, 

^the 
iriangie ."" "on,rilu* .d.ctively to

,r"1."!llill: 
l.l*,Jlating 

atmospheres without itselfbeing heard too distinctly.
.rvlelooles ot a.detrcilte or gay nature, especially for the upper woodwind orstnngs, can acqurre an added brill iance ifthe triangle joins in'with discrimina_

tion. Ifit is beaten rapidly, its volume ofsound te-nds to buitJ up ur,.ontrot_

11fY;_? :Tl l: ,..y 
becom^e too prominent. For the same ieason rapidrn)'tnmrc hgures become confused. Especially in quick passages. it is best ifthe instrum€nt only,picks out'the m;in ""..n,, 6r,t.'J"?u.'i, ri" or.

can say that the more sparingly it is used the more effective wil'fethe result:

Er. 73

l-r

.-.^P1r:,:i 
i:: O*.tratinF tone it is best to mark the dynamics of the triangle

wefl Delow those ot the tnstrument it accompanies, as above.
The tremolo, sometimes called_a trill or roll, is written thus: J A quiet

tremolo with a wooden stick or light metal beater can giu. brigh;.r, to th.general orchestral texture but its dynamics must be marf.a aofn ""..fu y. A
fortissimo tremolo has considerabie power, once the insi-rr.ii f,", Irif, ,o
its sonority_, and can penetrate the loudest orchesral tuiit H;;;;;il;f#
can easily become banal and overworked, and should be reservei only forpoints of the utmost brilliance. For instance, in The planets Hol.t onty'r..,
the.riangle tremolo trvice, first in a held tuttichord/l *t i"n inil..upt, tt.rapid.movement in Jupiter, then later in the same ,'ioi,.,n.nr, *i.,.i" tr,.." i,
1_1ili9 -?"t1":", 

pasvge in the high strings and woodwind at full volume,
agarnst the stabtllng brass melodv.

.^..-Oj,::1.:: ll._:riangle 
may be damped.at-any moment after striking, by

:ou.ltnq lt wth,the hngers. Some scores indicate that it must be mut;d o;-munled' by_holdlng the left hand against the insrument, or even by wraF
ping it tightly in a cloth---*urely an extreme measure.

Allegro
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METALS-TRI  ANGLE.  CYMBALS.  TAMTAM.  COWBDLLS

ANVIL  AND METAL  BLOCKS.  LUJON.  BRONZE SHEETS

STEEL  PLATES

WOODS-CLAVES.  WOOD BLOCK.  TEMPLE BLOCKS.  WOOD DRUMS

WHIP  OR SLAPSTICK.  BAMBOOS OR WOOD CHIMES

GLASS-GLASS CHIMES

The Trianpb
This instirment is made from a bar of steel bent into the form of a triangle
and left ooen at one corner. where one end ofthe bar is sometirnes bent into
a hook. The instrument is usually held by suspending it with a gut cord
looped through one ofthe closed corners. It may be held in the left hand and
beaten with the right, or can be suspended from any convenient supPort and
beaten with either hand, the other being used for damping.

Triangles are usually available in three sizes, 6 in., 8 in. and ro in. (r5, zo
and z5 cm.), but both smallerand larger instruments are available. The triangle
emits a profusion of very pure, high sounds of clearlydefined pitch, giving
that characteristic brilliant, luminous sound which blends so well with other
orchestral instruments. For such a simple instrument, the triangle has an
astonishingly full sound-spectrum. An analysis of the sounds emitted by one
instrument revealed that there wele thirty-nine tones in the range between

7oo and r5,5oo Hertz, and that no less than thirteen were of prominent
volume. The fundamental was one of the rryeak€r tones.

Various beaters may be used. Most common is the metal rod of medium
weight, but a wooden drum stick may be indicated for very soft, delicate
effects. The wood stick tends to enhance the lowest sound ofthe triangle and
subdue the harmonics, so that a soft mellow tone can be obtained' On the
other hand a thin, light metal beater will enhance the upper partials, and
produce a light, silvery sound.

Single strokes are usually played on the base of the triangle where the
greatest volume can be obtained, but sounds of different quality can be had
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be written on the note struck, with
directions must always be given:

Ex.71

+

no note following. In any case exact

(The use of a pair of cymbals may be indicated by the plural 'piatti' ot by
'^ z'),
(b) A two-plate roll may be played by rubbing the plates together with a
rapid rotary movem€nt. This roll, a favourite of Wagner, is very uneven in
effect, and compared with the brilliance and polish of a twestick roll on a
suspended cymbal is positively uncouth.

Large triangles ar€ most suitable for fortissimo, smaller instruments for
lighter iextures. Usually, the player himself is left to decide what size ofinstru-
ment is most suitable.

Cynbak
For a considerable time orchestral cymbals were always used in pairs, clashed
together, butthis usage is becoming less common, as singlesuspended cymbals
have a greater variety ofeffect. The Turkish-type cymbals usually employed in
orchesiras are circular bronze plates, slightly saucer-shaped, with a cenral
dome or cupola. Chinese cymbals have a turned-up edge, producing a soft
oriental tone which has not found much favour in Western music'

Pairs of cymbals are made in various gauges, and can vary in size from
8 to z4 in. (zo to 6o cm.) in diameter. However, those used in orchestras are
usually between ry and zzin. (44to 57 cm.) in diameter. Pairs ofcymbals are
'matched', so that one cymbal produces higher sounds than the other. There
are different ideals in cymbal tone, some countries requiring quite different
tonal colours from others. So with paired cymbals, weights or gauges (which
govern the tone-colour and attack) fall into three categories: (l) Germanic (or
Wagnerian!-hearry cymbals giving a 'clanging' attack, (z) Viennese-
medium-healy, with a 'zing' attack, and fu) French-medium-thin to thin
cymbals, with a 'swishing' attack. The medium-healry gauge is most suited
for eeneral use elsewhere.

Fairs of clnbab, held by straps, can be played in three ways:
(a) they may be clashed together with an oblique movement, ending with the
cymbals held high in the air after a forte stroke. For soft strokes the edges may
be touched together lightly.

If the sounds are to be brief, the cymbals are damped against the chest.
l,ong notes may be indicated'let ring' or'L.Y.' (Lasciar tibrare), or t tie may

I
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(c) One plate may be rapidly swished across the other (sometimes indicated
strisciato). This gives a hissing, thin metallic ring (without a 'crash') which
can be produced in no other way, and is most effective. The slightest whisper
is possible.

Saspended cymbah have a hole in the centre of the dome, so that the
instrument may be placed on a special pillar stand and screwed into position.
Rubber or felt rests pr€v€nt the damping of the vibrations. (Formerly, one of
a pair ofcymbals was held by its strap in the left hand and struck with a stick
by the free hand, but as this method is cumbersome and prevents the playing
of a roll with two sticks, it is no longer used.)

Single cymbals are made in seven gauges-paper-thin, thin, medium-
thin, medium, medium-heary, heavy, and extra-healry, and are sold in sizes
varying from 8 to z6 in. (zo to 65 cm.) diameter. The medium and heavier
gauges are used in concert work, while thinner gauges are prefened, by iazz
drummers for their stinging, high-pitched ring.

Given the very wide ranges in size manufactured and the various gauges,
a considerable variety ofcymbal tone is available. But as any good instrument
can be made to produce different tones by using a variety of sticks, and by
striking it in several ways (e.9. on the rim, near the centre, etc.), there is no
need to score for many different sizes.

The sound ofa cymbal is a complex oftones ranging from fairly low to very
high registers. A soft blow and soft-headed sticks elicit the lower tones, while
a hard stroke and hard sticks will bring out the higher ones.

A large cymbal struck gently near the rim with a very soft stick can produce
a low sound not unlike a small tamtam. Used gently, a wood snare drum stick
on the rim of the same cymbal will make the high overtones predominate,
while if it is used forte, the sound is a high-pitched clash. A metal beater in
quiet dynamics will produce a narrower band of sounds in the middle
register. Sometimes composers indicate the use of a metal beater in loud
passages, but this does not produce a satisfactory volume ofsound, and there
is risk of damaging the cymbal.

Further changes of pitch and colour can be obtained by striking a cymbal
away from the rim or even on th€ c€ntral dome. The fullest range ofsounds
(high, medium, and low) is obtained by a glancing blow on€..thirJ in from the
rim. From this point, the nearer the centre the cyrnbal is struck, the more the
range of tones narrows down, until at the dome itself only a few medium-
pitched sounds predominate. A soft stick on the dome, produces a thin gong-
like timbre, while a hard stick gives an empty 'pinging' sound.

The cymbal is therefore the opposite of the tamtam-the fullest tone
(comprising low, medium, and high sounds) is produced towards the rim,
and not at the centre. A graphic design of cymbal tones can be drawn as
follows:
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The type of contact sound is important in cymbal playing. A glancing
blow withi stick tends to eliminate contact sounds and produce full tone, but
a direct stroke produces a hard contact sound and a thinner tone. Heavy

cymbals exaggerite contactsounds, but with thin cymbals these are much less

evident. Stmngely enough, contact sounds are cultivated in iazz (where thin
cymbals are used), but are not favoured so much in the symphonic field (where

heavier cymbals are mostly €mployed).
For a particularly full-toned crash, some players use two sticks--<ne hard,

the otheisoft-so that the full scale ofsounds is produced. Alternatively, two
cymbals of different sizes can be struck.

'fhe tremolo or rol/ is usually played on the suspended cymbal with two

soft-headed sticks, and is indicated thus: l. A wide dynamic range is

possible, with crescendos and diminuendos, but as a gndual build-u-p oftone
is most effective and more in the nature ofthe instrument, it is preferable to
besin a tremolo with a crescendo rather than vice versa.-A 

suspended cymbal is damped with the fingers of the free hand. This
gives great control ofthe duration ofthe cymbal's sound and the loudest clash
can be instantaneously 'choked'.

The fingers can also be used to mute the instrument' This gives softer,
'dead'-sounding tones which, in combination with undamped sounds, have
been greatly exploited by iazz drummers in 'ride' cymbal work:

+ o  +  +  o
Allegro

o +

O: open +: damped

This contrast of ringing and 'dead' cymbal tone is most effective, but is
rarely used in concert music.
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In some scores a large number of cymbals are used to form a fluctuating
background 'metal' colour. For example, in Nono's Cori di Did.one, the only
accompaniment to the choir is eight cymbals, four tamtams, and bells. These
are used with rapid alternations of staccato, tremolos, sforzandos, and big
dynamic changes, so that th€re is a rapid interplay of timbres, rather than
the spread of special colours over wide areas:

Luigi Nono: Coi de Didone
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As the instruments are only played with either soft beaters or wire brushes,
and there is no indication of sounds played at the centr€ or near the rim, it
would seem that in spite of using many instruments, their full colouristic
possibilities have not been exploited.

The duration of all cymbal sounds (whether rolled or not) should be very
exactly indicated. Performers complain that some composers (one example is
Mahler) often indicate all cymbal sounds bv a crotchet, so that they have to
discover during rehearsals whether the notes should be choked, or just how
long they should be allowed to rins.

llire brushes are particularly effective for quiet cymbal strokes, and if the
brush is held against the cymbal after it is struck, a prolonged tingling sound
can be produced.

The whole catalogue of cymbal effects is too extensive to give in detail,
for composers have called not only for the use of every available beater in
the percussionist's outfit, but have indicated all kinds of bizarre practices.
These range from brushing the cymbal with a silver coin or hitting it with a
riangle, to scraping it with a saw-edge or screw rod and playing a tremolo on
the cymbal with a cello bow.

Two jazz cymbals could be put to good use in orchestral music: the
'sizzle' cymbal and the 'hi-hat' or 'foot' cymbals:

The sizzle clmbal is usually a large (r8 to zzin. (46to 56 cm.) ) thin cymbal
with holes bored near the rim, in which are inserred loose rivets. When the
q'mbal is struck, the rivets rattle as long as the instrument continues to
vibrate, producing z sizzling, high-pitched sound. This gives single strokes
a longer sound-duration than with a normal cymbal, while rolls have a more
uniforrn ring. A sizzle cymbal is sometimes made by fastening several pins
on to a thread, which is laid over the plate.

Hi-hat cymhals are made of a pair bf cymbals, one fastened on top of a
vertical tube, the other fixed to a rod which runs inside the tube. A foot pedal
anached to the rod allows one plate to be clashed against the other, and on
releasing the pressure, the plates are separated by the action ofa spring. The
top cvmbal should be pitched higher than the lower one to give a 'blended'

tone. Hi-hat cymbals work in principle like two cymbals clashed together, but
the volume is considerably less, and as the plates are 'choked' by therr own
contact, there is less ring afrer the clash.

In concert music, foot cymbals are occasionally used so as to allow the
performer greater liberty while playing other instruments with both hands.
By adequate foot control it is possible to obtain two main effects. If the
plates are clashed and then held together, a sharp 'click' is produced, but if
the plates are immediately separated this gives a 'splashing' sound.

Jazz drummers play effective rhythmic patterns on the hi-hat with side
drum sticks, with or without simultaneous use of the foot pedal. For stick
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work, the cymbals are usually kept in a position where they barely touch each
other. The sticks can play on the top of the upper cymbal or at the edge,
while a heavier, full-bodied sound can be obtained by using the shoulder of a
stick on the rim.

An interesting effect is to play underneath the bottom cymbal with the left
stick and use the right stick on the top cymbal. The thumb and fust finger of
the left hand control the ring and tone ofthe cymbals by dampingor releasing.
The plates may be played either in closed or semi-open position to give a
variety oftonal effects, while the stick work can be as intricate and comDlex as
side-drum playing. Good hi-hat playing can in this way contribute a great
deal to the overall sound and rhl.thmic effectiveness. Unfortunatelv hi-hat
playing is so typically 'jzzz' that it would be difficult to insert it inio sym-
phonic usage without detriment to the aesthetic effect.

{

I

Tamtam
The term 'tamtam' is often indiscriminatelv used to indicate either some
types ofgong, or gongs in general. On the other hand, the term'gong'is often
used when tamtams seem to be refered to. Manv authorities of note seem to
regard tamtams and gongs as being identical, and even percussion instrument
catalogues do not always make a clear differentiation between these rnstru-
ments.

It is therefore perhaps wrong to insist too much on the difference between
these instruments. Yet their sounds are different enough, and this is surely the
important issue, and must dictate a difference in terminology.

The truth is that 'gongs' is the correct term for the whole family ofinstru-
ments which includes both gongs and what have com€ to be known as 'tam-

tams'. Yet ever since about r79o, the term'tamtam'has been used in Europe
and has gradually acquired a precise significance, meaning a type of gong
which emits sounds of indefinite oitch.

Tamtams are large bronze alloy discs which are usually made of thinner
material than gongs. They are usually flat or slightly saucer-shaped and the
rim is shallow, often only slightly rounded. The centre has no boss or pre
tuberance. The usual shapes to be found are as follows:

Fig. 6.
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Apart from the different shape, the main distinguishing feature of the
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tamtam is its sound. Because ofits thinner gauge, the instrument emits much
more high-pitched overtones than the gong, overtones which tend towards
the confused shrillness which characterizes the cymbal. In fact the sound of
a small tamtam is much more similar to that of a large healy-weight cymbal
than to the harmonious resonance of a well-tuned gong.

Tamtam sounds comprise a very large number oftones, extending from a
low fundarnental note to high, shimmering overtones. It is possible to separate
these offto some extent, so that a fair variety ofsounds can be produced from
one instrument.

A deep clear sound can be brought out by striking a tamtam softly at the
centre with a soft, healy beater. But as soon as force is used, or a hardet
beater. those shrill. discordant overtones will be added which cause tamtams
to be included in the category of instruments of indefinite pitch.

When struck at the rim, a splash of high overtones is produced, with a
harsh discordant effect.

If the fullest sound is required from a tamtam, comprising all its sounds
in balanced proportion, the instrument should be struck at a point which is
just offcentre. Large instruments will only give out their full sounds with a
succession of beats, giving the effect of a gradual crescendo. Repeated beats
are essential for fortissimo.

In general, soft beaters cause deep sounds to predominate, while hard
beaters bring out the higher tones. Wooden or metal beaters produce a
prominent 'contact' sound or 'ping', in addition to the normal clashing
narmonlcs.

Tamtams for orchestral use are made in sizes ranging from about r8 in.
(46 cm.) diameter up to 36 in. (9r cm.) or more.l They are hung from a cir-
cular steel suppon and are provided with a heavy wooden mallet covered
with lamb's wool. Like gongs, they may also be played with timpani sticks,
side drum sticks, or triangle beaters, th€se latter producing more brilliant
sounds. As mentioned above, these harsher sounds can be brought out more
forcefully if the instrument is struck near or at the rim (see Stockhausen's
Kontahte p. z7 etc. for the production ofvarious timbres).

Repeated strokes build up a thrilling crescendo without the repetition of
beats being over-evident. In fact with large instruments the repetition of
strokes will not be heard at all.

A quiet tremolo gives a shimmering luminosity to orchestral harmonies
(see Ex. 77).

One of the most useful effects of the tamtam is the way it can 'clinch' a
climax with a fortissimo stroke and then, as its vibrations die, introduce a
tranquil atmosphere in complete contrast. No other instrument can so
effectively fuse 'war' and 'peace' together (see Ex. 78).
I M.M. P.istc & Sohn rate tamt ms from 7 in. (r8 cm.) up to 6o in. (r5o on.) diemctcr,
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Composers often use soft strokes on tamtams of different sizes in music
ofa tenuous nature. Particularly in 'pointilliste' orchestration (where sounds
ar€ passed from one instrument to another in a rather fragmentary manner)
the soft vibrations of the tamtams provide a sound substratum on which
other instrumental sounds can be laid. without their soarseness seemrns too
thin and naked.

A harsh, ringing sound can be produced by running a metal triangle
beater round a tamtam rim. The rim is usually uneven, with corrugations
made by hammering the metal. However, the corrugations are so spaced that
the beater must be moved quickly to produce an even sound. Thd result is
that this effect cannot be done quietly over a prolonged period, but at forte,
it may be sustained for as long as necessary.

Damping of the tamtam can be done from the centre (eliminating the
deeper tones first) or from the rim (with the opposite effect). The exact dura-
tion ofthe sound should be indicated. as the instrument's vibrations last some
tlme.

Coobelk
Particularly on the Continent, these may be authentic herd cowbells made in
bronze alloy with an oval form, and a 'frog-mouth' shape at the open end.
The clapper is usually removed and the bells hung by leather thongs. They
may vary in size from J in. (7 cm.) to about ro in. (25 cm.) overall, though large
ones are rarely used. C-owbells (or 'cencerros') made by instrument manu-
facturers have a more triangular form and are bronze or chromium-plated.
They are usually made in rigidly mounted sets oftwo, three, or four, ihough
it is possible to make a choice offive or six ranging between 3 and 7| in. (7 and
rg cm.) in size and with consequent pitch variety.

Cowbells are usually played with a snare drum stick, the sound being hard
and clanky, tending to die quickly. The pitch oscillates considerably due to
the deformation ofthe instrument, particularly when they are struck hard, so
cowbells must not normally be regarded as tuned percussion. Their pitch
does not vary greatly with their size, so ifwell-contrasting sounds are required
it is best to use cowbells of widely differinE dimensions.

They have occasionally been uied in syriphonic music to evoke an Alpine
atmosph€re (as in Mahler's Sixth Symphony), but by far their greatest use is
to be found in African and Latin American music. Sometimes a cowbell is
used as a rhythmic ostinato throughout an entire dance, as in the 'mambo':

Ex. 79
Mambo
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Through the influence of Latin American music, cowbells are frequently
featured in iazz, but in serious music they have been neglected. Howevei
aaant-gardi composers are beginning to use these instruments in both tuned
and untuned forms to a fair deqree.

Perhaps their most efective use is in Berio's Tempi Concertati, wherethey
are combined with wood blocks, bongos, and tomtoms in a truly virtuos;
gesture:

Dx. E0
- r-r'----r

r_-J---r

- Cowbells may be muted or'muftled'by inserting a handkerchiefor piece
of cloth_in_to the aperture. This deadens the ring. They may also be plyed
with soft felt-headed sticks to give a mellower tone.

Recently experiments have been made in tuning genuine herd bells and
sets of instruments have been made with a chromatic compass of two and a
half octaves from F below middle C to c"' two octaves ;bove middle C.
These sets ofherd bells are intended to be played with soft-headed sticks, so
as to produce a hollow, mellow sound which is not obtainable with other
tuned percussion instruments. However, at the moment there are very few
scores indeed which call for such sets of tuned herd bells-the mosr Dro-
minent examples are Messiaen's Et Expecto Resurrectionem Morruorum,
Stockhausen's Gruppen a'nd a number of pieces written specially for the
Strasbourg'Groupe Instrumental i Percussion'.

Antsil or Metal Blocbs
Anvils have been used in opera scores, both on and offthe stage, for realistic
purposes. Wagner's Rheingold includes eighteen in the score, in three
different sizes. They have been occasionally included in modern scores such
as Bloch's America to give 'industrial atmosphere', while a few scores grve
them a role which is exclusively musical (e.g. Lukas Foss's Ec,trol).

An anvil may be made in various forms. It may be a round bar or rectan-
gular block of steel suspended by a cord and struck with a hammer, or such
pieces ofsteel may be laid on a pad ofsoft felt ifthis does not over-impede the
metal's vibration. In lonisation Yar se describes preciselv what is reouired-
a zj in. (6 cm.) tube 8 to ro in. 1zo to z5 cm.) long and a-rj in. (4.5 cm.) tube

ktio: Tempi Concertati
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Ex. 81

Ex. 82
J : 58-66

g in. (23 crn.) lorlg are laid on soft felt and fit in half-round channels in a wood
block. These tubes rre beaten with a piece ofthinner tubing, either separately,
or together (by holding the beating tube in the middle). The anvils are
reserved exclusively.for loud passaBes, and play fairly rapid rhl'thrns:

Vartse: ,fottsatioz
? ?

ln La Vierge, l.e Vizsdce et le Bel Aujourd'hui, Boulez uses two metal blocks
which are played with soft xylophone beaters. The type of block is not
specified. The dynamic scale is generally between pianissimo and a maxtmum
of mezzeforte. The blocks are played almost continuously in the main sections
of this piece, and the composer's intention is obviously to produce soft
mellow metallic sounds of indefinite pitch, rather than the 'clanking of
anvils'. (The voice part, in fact, is accompanied throughout by metal instru-
ments of one kind and another-vibraphones, bells, metal blocks, tamtams,
crotales, cymbals, and gongs. The non-metallic sounds-harp and drums-
have a secondary role.)

The metal blocks have a part which is full of movement and abundant in
dvnamic nuances:

Ross Lee Finney specilies an'anvil with the pitch of F' in his Symphony
No. z at a point where the instrument must be in tune with the rest of the
orchesra. But though real anvils have been made with definite pitches for
opera music of the last century, we can hardly count on their being readily
available now. It seems most sensible to write for an instrument of indefinite
pitch and to give a fair indication of its construction. We must at least give
ihe performer enough information for him to decide whether to hit a real

anvil with a healry hammer, or to give a small metal block a soft blow with a
rubber mallet.

Ludwig of Chicago makes a small anvil consisting of a solid steel bar
resting in two padded supports, and a special steel mallet is provided' Some

l.
I

2 mclal
blocks

(soli xyl. sticks)

Roiulez'. lnprcttisat;on tur Mallatni
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players use steel brake drums as anvils, and the results are quite satisfactorv,

Lujon
This instrument is made from six large squares of metal, with resonators
below, fixed in a rectangular frame. Alternatively, the metal squares may be
fixed as tongues in th€ top of a tall resonating box. The sounds are untuned
but are mellow in quality, with a characteristic resonant'boom', not unlike
the lowest notes of the marimba and vibraphone. Berio uses the luion
effectively in Circles as a lower (untuned) extension ofthe vibraphone.

Bronze Sheets
Thin bronze sheets about five feet long and z4 in. wide are occasionally used
for loud effects. The sheet may be shaken or buckled to give out sounds like
highly-pitched thunder cracks, or it may be suspended and struck with a
wooden mallet or steel hammer. Alternatively, a crackling sound can be
obtained by running a steel chain over an edge of the sheet.

Luigi Nono usesiix bronze sheers in his A-Floresta i loten e Chea de l/ida,
for live performers and pre-recorded sounds. His intention is obviously to
obtain crashes ofoverpowering volume, but unfortunately the noise produced
from the sheets seems thin and inefective compared with the thunder ofthe
electronically reproduced sounds. On the othei hand, in Cage's Consructiott
in Maal, the volume scale is such that bronze sheets build uD the Deaks of
intensity.

Steel Plates
Very rarely, composers have included steel plates or sheets in their scores, to
be struck with steel hammers. Obviously their intention is to produce a very
powerful crash, but th€re is a probability that their intentions may not be
realized. For until there is adequate information as to the size, thickness,
shape, and quality ofthe steel plete which is most suited for a specific sound,
there can be no guarantee that the result will be anything like that which the
composer intended. In any case the composer's conception of such sounds is
quite personal, and unless he supervises the selection of materials himself, he
is bound to be disappointed.

Steel or bronze plates have been specially rnade to produce relatively low
sounds of definite pitch and their sound is mellow when the volume is not
forced. There are certainly possibilities for development in this field. Bronze
plates have long been a feature of Oriental music.

Clat:es
Claves are nothing other than two pieces of wood beaten against each other.
The most common types are the Cuban and oriental claves. Cuban claves are
round pieces of paepao, iron wood, or Mexican rosewood, and vary from
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7 to 8 in. (r7 to zo cm.) in tength. As the most characteristic sound is high and
penetrating, claves should be of very hard wood and not too large. They are
usually played by holding one clave loosely with the left fingers high above
the palm ofthe hand (thus forming a hollow resonator), and beating it at the
middle with the other clave held between the right thumb and forefinger.

Oriental claves are six-sided, and are beaten against each other when held
in the form of an 'X'.

The pitch of claves is higher than temple blocks or wood blocks, and the
sound is much more penetrating. They have been mostly used in playing
simple ostinato patterns. For instance Chavez's Toccata fot percussion has
the following design:

Ex. 83 Ch vczi Toecata

The two following ostinatos ar€ used in Latin American dances:

Ex. 8,1

Apart from such ostinato nglrations, composers have not attempted much
of interest. Boulez uses three sizes of claves in Une Dentelle s'Abo&i from the
Improaisation sur Mallarmi, ea'ch pair played by a different player. But their
use is limited only to one effect. The claves play isolated sounds together,
fortissimo, while other instruments hold a loud chord. The effect is dramatic,
but could be easily overworked.

Vardse seems to favour rapid rhthms in lonisation:

but like others, he tends mostly towards the ostinato.

llood Blocbs
Wood blocks, sometirnes called 'Chinese' blocks, are usually made of thick
rectengular blocks of hardwood 6] to 8 in. (16 to zo cm.) long. Long slots are

Ei t5

Bossa Nova

(no dynrmics indica&d)

L
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cut longitudinally near the top and bottom so as to provide hard, thin wood
surfaces which produce highly resonant sounds. They are played in a
horizontal position, and beaten on the top surface.

Blocks are usually made in two or three sizes to give sounds of different
pitch, though Ludwig makes an ebonite model which can be tuned to
different pitches. Some firms make a 'two-tone' hollow tubular block sup-
poned in the middle with slots at each end which give diferent pitches.

Small knuckle-shaped blocks imported from Hong Kong are ideal for
high-pitched sounds.

The sound should be crisp and clear. but it has a certain hollowness which
is not found in claves. Wood blocks are usually midway in pitch between
temple blocks and claves. They are som€times used with temple blocks to
continue the sounds ofthe latter into a higher register, and as the tone ofthe
two kinds of instrument is similar (though temple blocks have a more hollow
sound), they combine very well.

Wood blocks are usually played with side drum sticks and any rhy.thms
suitable for drums can be played equally well on the blocks. The tremolo is
particularly effective.

Unfortunately, the wood block is sometimes associated in our minds with a
particularly outrnoded kind of traditional iazz playing. But one has only to
hear the poetic and dramatic atmosphere such instruments can evoke in
Chinese theatre rnusic to realize that the familv of wood and temole blocks
has expressive potentialities of no mean order.

Vardse writes a dramatic part for two wood blocks in Hlperprism, where
they give an exciting chattering background to the agitated piccolo and E flat
clarinet:

?

Yarlsc: Hypaprirn
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The following passage for three wood blocks shows the vatious efects
possible. Note the 'crushed' notes, (particularly effective before a single loud
note as at'a'), rapid reiterations, the tremolo, the sforzando 'chord' on two
blocks, and the wide range of dynamics:

P - f :=-P"'.sf P -f 'f

Wood block passage work can be efectively combined with other tnstru-
ments, particularly temple blocks, cowbells, log drum, and so on. In Berio's
Circles, wood blocks are even played with the marimba to give some very
effective embellishm€nts :

p--_--= mf <:

Ex. 88

3l:)

MD
d pe-"tf *<n1f

Wood blocks can be muted (or 'muffled', to give the American term) by
either damping the beat€n surface with one hand or laying a cloth over it,
so thxt two sticks can be us€d.

Temple Blocbs
These are sometimes referred to as 'Chinese' or 'Korean' temple blocks-
which would be more conect if their origins are considered important. But
as there seems some risk ofconfusion between wood blocks and temple blocks
if both are referred to as 'Chinese blocks' (this sometimes happens-in fact
in some scores it is difficult to guess which is required), it s€ems best to omit
the term 'Chinese' in both cases.

Temple blocks are usually made in sets of five supported on a special
stand with three blocks below and two above. They are rounded or oval in
form, carved from hardwood, and completely hollowed out inside. There is a
wide mouth-like slit from 'ear to ear', in fact some blocks have a 'dragon's-

head'shape and are painted with an oriental dragon-like motif. They vary in
size accordingto pitch and are not infrequ€ntly tuned to the pentatonic scale-
though they should not normally be used as pitched instruments.

r-

valeriabonafe
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-. 
T.-pl: blocks have a.deeper, more hollow rone than wood blocks, and

lfe souno, rs more sustained, due to the larger resonating chamber. To
nlust?are tne sound, one mlght say that if claves ,click' and the wood block'clacks,_then temple blocks,clock'. In fact the sound is not unlike the clack_
ing of.the tongue if the mouth is.well open. However, tt.ioi" "t rng.,
lcoldlng to the sticks used. Temple blocks are usually sold with two soft_
headed mallets with cane handles ind these give " -.ilo* ,ubdu"a ton. of
almost 'melodious' character. But if snare dirm sticks "r. ur.d th. ton. i,
brighter and dryer, combining well with wood block sounds.
_ _ Especially with side drum sticks-which give a superior ,bounce,_temple
blocks can be used with all the flams, ruffs, r-olls, and rapiatv ..ii.i"t.O not.,
of drum technique, while .passage work' over the b'locjis is- panicutarly
effective:

, 
Composers have occasionally_ indicated a glissando over the blocks,

obvlously more eflective ifall the blocks are in line, but still possible with thi
blocks in the usual two rows, if two sticks are used.

, - fllle,bJocks 
are hardly suited to continuous use, and should obviously

De reserved tor sDeclal eflects.

^.The nokabio is an extra large type of temple block, made in the orient.
lhese rnstruments are usually elaborately carved with dragon_head or
orrental-mask motifs, and are available in various sizes. Mokibios have a
deep, mellow sound. They should only be played with soft_headed sticks, as
they speak slolvly, and do not respond well to hard beaters. In fact hard sticks
only produce a knocklng contact sound without eliciting the mokubio's true
tones. They are sometimes termed Buddhist ,slit drumsi.

Wood Drums
Though wood drums are sprcad_over several continents, they are only too
sclrce rn our own concert halls. So it seems most practical to mention only
those kinds used in modern scores-the log drum and slit drum__and the'wood-plate dn-m' (Holzplatuntr0mmel), lohich i, a modern aftempr ro
produce something similar in Europe.

The log drum (sometimes called ihe ,woode-n gong') is cylindrical in shape
and. is.found in various sizes up to several feei tong. Ti. hollow internal
caylty is sealed offat each end with wooden stoppers oi plates, but an opening
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is left along the length of the cylinder surface, usually in the form of a slot'

ifr. a..."ir be"t.,iat this point with wooden beaters and usually different

-., "r. obtained by making the wood lips of the. slot.vary in.thickness'

Alternativelv. diferent toneJ are obtained by cutting the wood into two

;]tr;t;;;-ti;11 itongu"s'. Some log drums are not cvlindrical, but are made

in,h. iot- of",tou"gh. The edges o-fthe trough are beaten' and again, different

io""r ""n be obtaii'ed' Alberio Ginastera scores for six variously sized log

dntms in Cantola para Anerira Magica.-' 
iii- tUi aru-iishaped like a decled boat wirh cut-offstem and stern' The

tools flat with two wide slots in line, communicating with the internal cavity'

if,. *ood.n edses of one slot are made thicker than those of the other, so

,fr"i *tt.n struci, different tones are produced -stockhausen-scores 
for a

nornU". of ,stit drums in several works (two in Kontahte and Zlklus, stx in

Grubten\. Special tunings are given in Cruppen within the compass of an

rii"'"'. "iraa..iort from F beloi middle C to ihe D a ninth above middle C'

The two tones on €ach drum are given as a tritone. in all cases- Their chief

ch"ract.risti. is a taut hollow sound of very precise pitch which is quite

r.fif.. ,lt. .-. 'tubby' sound of most skin drums ln Kontabte, as well as

*tiiii" f". slit drums alone, Stockhausen combines them with marimba

."."J! -a *ith t "riou. "y-b"l ton"" Though the composer specifies the

plt"n of t"o tones required on each drum, a simple line notation is used to

show which slot has to be struck.

h f
(Tuning of  s l i rdrums: Ja ' � � � � � - ' :? L)

q --bt

The author has seen slit drums made by nailing plywood round two

"it.oi". oi.""t of*ood, which form the ends of each drum' A slot is left from

".ii" .lJ "itrt. arum, for the emission ofthe sound' How€ver, the tone of

ift.r.l*tt--*" is disappointing' and inferior to that of authentic slit drums'--i; 
il;p;, modern'iood'1liie drums have been made by glueing -thin

*ooi* ftoit "tout f in. (5 mm.) thick into the tops of tomtom shells to form

Stockhausen: KortdIl,

p
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single-headed. drums without any tensioning screws. This kind of drum was
used fn.rucclnl's I urandlt. but fell into disuse until recently, when it was
reuveo rn uermany rn such modern scores as Stockhau sen's Kontabte.
. This wood-plate drum has little- similarity in tone to the slit drum or log
drum. The sound-s are high-pitched, very crisp and well defin"d ani without
the holtowness ol tone of the slit drum, or the tubby quality of skin drums.
The sound is very attractive and could be ur"d *ith "du"nt'rg. ioi a..irlr.,
brisk, percussive effects.

_ I,a1Se, hollow bamboos are used in occasional scores of an exotic typ€.
Such.instruments have been long used by other cultures. fn faua. ttre Ank_
tung $ made of several bamboo tubes fixed vertically in a frime, each tube
being tuned by cutting the end diagonally so "s to form " to.,g t;rrgrr".

Whip or Slap*ich
The slapstisk; rrde oftwo strips ofthin hardwood about zlin. (6 cm.) wide,
and rE in. (46 cm.) long. They are fastened together with a 

-hinge, 
and at this

polnt one stnp is extended to form a handle. A strong spring leeps the two
pieces of .wood apan. When the slapstick is s*urig irard and'suddenly
arrested, the two hardwood strips striki each other wiih a whip_like crack.

-ln the orchestra, the whip is mostly used in loud p"rr"g.i to reinforce
staccato orchestralrhy'thms, or it may be used solo (or wiih ano"th.. p.rcur.ion
rnstrument) In promlnent moments ofsilence in opposition to theiest ofthe
orchestra:

Ex. 91

P-". J

6- -- - - ;' ------- - - -- - -l----- - - - - - - - -- 
: 

- - - - -- - ---- - - - - - " - -' ;a:<- l

However, the^whip is.capable of quiet dynamics, or a gradual crescendo

1ll_11TTl.lo" tPy beating the instrument against the knei, or manipulating
the wood strrps with the hands), so its use could become more extended thai
at Dresent.
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Bamboos or l(ood. Chimes
A fair number of different-sized hollow bamboo c.anes are suspended
together, sometim€s in line, som€times in a circle' Wood chimes are usually
hand made in Africa and the orient. When struck by the hand or stroked with
a wooden stick they emit a dry hollow sound and then continue to iangle
against each other in a rustling murmur. When grasped suddenly together,
they emit a resounding 'chock'. This tction is the first indicated in the follow-
ing quotation from Bruno Madema's Concerto for Oboe and Charnber
Ensemble. The remaining signs suggest various strokes across the bamboos
without providing very d€finite playing indications:

Wood chimes, or 'wind chimes' (as they are sometimes called), have only
a small volume, and are most suited to quiet passages. Some composers use
them as an uplvard (untuned) extension ofthe rylophone or marimba (as in
Ex. z6).

The instrument mey also be constructed with round bars ofthin resonant
hardwood of diferent lengths. These produce a more brittle sound than
bamboo cenes,

Glass Chines
These are similar to wood chimes, being various untuned lozenge shapes of
glass hung together. They are often suspended from a circular-plastic frame'
When stroked or shaken, the chimes emit a high-pitched tinkling sound
which continues until the movement ofthe glasses is checked. The volume is

small. but the sound makes an attractive background where a hard, shining
atmosphere is needed in pianissimo passages.

Glass chimes are occa;ionally used as an upward (untuned) extension of
the glockenspiel, or to add an extra quality to the sound of triangles.

M^d.f,�nt:. Obo. Coretu

valeriabonafe
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METALS_SISTRUM.  SLE IGH BELLS .  WASHBOARD

WOODS.  ETC._CASTANETS.  MARACAS.  CABACA.  MEXICAN BEAN

cHoco l -o .  GUtRo .  REco -REco .  JAw BoND.  RATTLE.  CUICA

SAND BLOCKS,  SWITCH.  THUNDER EFFECTS.  WIND MACHINE

Sistrum
The sistrum has taken many forms during its long history, and is still wide-
spred in one form or another. But only two types need be considered, and
even these are rarely used in orchestral music. The simpler is the sistrum
consisting ofa frame which holds a number ofloose wooden discs strung on a
wire or rod. When shaken sharply, these emit a loud claner. If they are
stroked, the sound has a quieter, more rustling quality. This form of instru-
ment is sometimes used in orchestral music which evokes an Eastern atmo-
sphere, or by Latin American symphonic composers (e.g.Ginaster 's Cafiata
paru America Magha), The OrFSchulwerk includes a 'jingles rattle' which
is really a sistrum. It comprises a cane frame with a long handle, holding forrr
pairs of small metal plates. When shaken, the instrument emits a sound like
the lingle of a tambourine, but with a more delicate ring.

A more developed sistrum is made with small cup*haped metal bells.
These are tuned and arranged in order of pitch on two metal bars, diatonic
notes on the left, chromatic on the right. The two bars are ioined to a wooden
handle. The left hand holds the instrument in front of the player while the
bells are struck with a small metal-headed beater held in the right hand. This
sistrum is therefore not unlike the bell lyra in form, though the latter has a
much fuller tone, being vimrally a glockenspiel. This sismrm has a compass
of about two octaves beginning on G above middle C' though the upp€r
octave may not be fully chromatic. However, the inconvenience of playing
this kind of sistrum (with one hand always immobilized) has brought about
the use of keyboerd sistrums, sometimes called 'celestettes', which have a
very pure and gentle tone. The compass is about two oclaves from middle C
uowards.
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The 'Chinese bell-tree' is similar to the tuned sistrum mentioned above,
but the cup-shaped bells, though emitting tuned sounds, are arranged on a
vertical rod in a haphazard order of pitch. When stroked with small metal
beaters, they emit a jangle which can iange from piano to a strident forte.

Shigh Belk
These are rnade of hollow round metal bells uo to about an inch in diameter.
with a loose steel ball inside each. They are oiten fastened, in different sizes
and in sets ofabout ten, to a leather strap. When the strap is shaken the bells
iingle with sounds of different pitch. Orchestral models usually have the
bells fixed to a long steel frame fastened to a wooden handle. The number of
bells may vary from about ten to tw€nty-five. The advantage of this type is
that more precise rhythms may be obtained by striking the frame against the
free hand, while an effective tremolo may be produced by agitating the
instrument raoidlv.

Ever since bherubini introduced these bells into the orchestra in his ooera
Elise Q7g$ they have been used ro imitate the iingle of mule or horse harniss-
bells. But occasionally they are used with less realistic intent, simply to giv€ a
bright, festive atmosphere (cf. Massenet's Manm, Mahler's Fourth Sym-
phony, Respighi's Feste Romane, etc.).

Varise uses sleigh bells in purely abstract music (.I/7p erprism, Ionisation,
^nd Integrabs) to perform precise staccato rhythmic designs (usually of a
simple nature) or tremolo. The dynamic range is wide, from piano to fortis-
simo.In Kontahre, Stockhausen uses two sets ofsleigh bells (which he terms'Indian bells') played by the percussionist and pianist in opposition to
electronic sounds. Both tremolos and staccato sounds are indicated

Ex. 93
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African dancers often have similar instruments strapped round their wrists
and ankles so as to reproduce the rhythm of their movements in an audible
form. Such small wrist bells are made also for orchestral use, so that a player
may make them jingle as he plays another instrument such as a tambourine.

I ashboard
The American Negro slaves uscd instruments made with a set of bamboo
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canes laid flat and stroked with a stick, but in the fust jazz groups these were
replaced by washboards made out ofcorrugated zinc. The washboard became
a characteristic part of the New Orleans band rhythm sections, and with the
banjo contributed to the bright, brittle sound of early jazz music.

The instrument is usually laid flat in front ofthe player on a low table, or
on special supports, and he plays with metal thimbles on the fingers of each
hand. The traditional way ofplaying is to stroke the left fingers rapidly back-
wards and forwards over the corrugations in the characteristic 'eight in a bar'
rhy'thm, while the right hand plays independent rhlthms.

Some players can produce effects of considerable virtuosity, in fact good
washboard solos can be brilliant exhibitions of musicianshio. But the
characteristic 'Dixieland' sound ofthe instrument has inhibited serious com-
posers from using it. However, once this inhibition is overcome, there is no
reason why the washboard could not be put to efective use, for it is a remark-
ably versatile instrument, much more so than would at first appear.

Castenets
These instruments, long associated with Spanish folk music, are made of two
hollowed-out, saucer-shaped pieces of ebony or rosewood. The upper por-
tions have projecting ears with holes, through which passes an ornamental
string, holding the two castanets together. The string is wound round the
thumb, leaving the fingers free to strike the castanets which lie in the palm
of the hand. In each pair, one castanet is usually pitched higher than the
other.

Two pairs may be us€d, one pair Benerally pitched higher than the other,
one pair in €ach hand. This is the traditional mode of playing in Spanish
music, where players exhibit great skill in evoking a variety of poetic effects
from such simple instruments.

However, this virtuosity cannot usually be expected from orchestral
players, and many alternative kinds of castanets have been produced in an
effort to find a more practical and easily-played form of instrument. Orches-
tral instruments may take the form ofa pair ofcastanets fastened one on each
side of a hardwood clapper with a long handle, or there may be one pair at
each end ofthe handle. One model has two pairs together at the same end of
the handle. Another type, called 'concert castanets'has two bakelite castanets
mounted with springs on a hardwood resonating block. These may be played
with the fingers or struck with soft mall€ts.

None ofthese orchestral models can equal the tonal variety, precision, and
vitality ofauthentic instrurnents, nor can the exact kind oftrill be reproduced.

The conventional Spanish rhythms-e.g. the bolero or fandango-are
familiar enough, and music such as the following for castanets is obviously
influenced by such associations:

valeriabonafe
Realce
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C,omposers often use such rhythms in ostinatos to evoke a vivacious
atmosphere (e.9. 'Bransle Gay' in Stravinsky's lgot, or Britten's The Yomg
Person's Guide t0 the Orchestre) but sometimes the rattle of the csstanets is
put to more sinister use, as in Walton's B elshazzor's Feast at the moment when
the King ofBabylon sees the hand appear and write on the wall. Considerable
rhythmic variety is given to these instruments in Varise's lonisation and
Intigralcs, though the latter avoides Spanish-type rhythms more than the
former.

It seems that ifthese instruments are to be used in absolute music without
risk of bringing out 'folk' associations, anyhing which resembles Spanish
rhythms must be avoided, and it would perhaps be better to reserve their use
to darker atmospheres rather than gay ones.

For metal castanets, see 'crotales'.

Maracas
These instruments, which form the rhlthmic basis of Latin American music,
are amonBthe oldest provided by nature. They were originally made ofgourds
dried in the sun and emptied. The dried seeds were then put back inside, so
that when the gourd was shaken the movement ofthe seeds produced a dry,
rattling sound. At some stage, handles were fixed to the gourds, and the first
maracrs were complete. They are usually imported from South America or
Mexico, and may be true gourds or coconut shells, but mass production has
made hardwood models most common, either hand carved or machine turned.
Crmmercial models usually contain lead shot, more authentic instruments
dried corn, or pea seeds.

Though they are made in various sizes, they are usually made in pairs of
similar size, balanced in pitch, so any variation from this norm should be
specifically noted.

The best maracas will give a fairly continuous roll when gently egitated,
producing a clear, high-pitched, swishing sound, while a sharp movement of
the wrist will produce a clean, hard staccato.

Latin American rhyhms for maracas are usually as follows:
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. Obviously, symphonic writers will probably keep away from such typical
rhythmsifthey wish to avoid Latin American iffecti-though Chavez adoprs I
very similar patterns in his Toccata Jbr Percussion. Varise has quite a variity
of'non exotic' rhythms for two maracas ofdifferent size sin loniiation,thortg|
behind the rhythmic variety there seems to run a tendency towards tle
crealron ot osttnato Datterns.
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One ofthe most useful functions ofthe maracas is to provide a quiet roll
as a background sound to music of a tenuous n"ture. The drv roil of the
maracas is accentuated by the addition ofthe sand block in Beril's Circles as
a background to a quiet harp sol o. ln (Jne Dentelle s'Abolit, Boulezhas three
rnaracas players playing respectively a roll, staccato sounds, and rolls and
staccato sounds combined. Three different sizes of maracas are used:

Bnl!.lcz: Une Dmtellz s'Aboli

I

Ex. 9?
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The volume ofmaracas is small and they are only suitable for use in small
ensembles._The dynamic range in the last example (pp to ff) exaggerates their
real capabilities.

Cabam
This instrument, of Brazilian origin, is similar to a maraca but much larqer in
size. It is made out of a large gourd or coconut, emptied and dried. iike a
manca, it is fitted with a handle, but as well as having dried seeds or shot
inside, there is a net of beads fitted outside the sourd.
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The cabaca is usually played by rotating the handle in the right hand while
the left holds the net ofbeads and orevents its rotation. There is therefore a
double sound effect-the roll of thC seeds inside the gourd and the rattle of
the beads on the external surface. The cabaca may be shaken like the maracas,
in which case the staccato sound is less precise, because the bead net contnues
to move after the gourd itself has been arrested.

Merican Bean
This is a dried bean about twelve inches long, actually the fruit of a tropical
tree. The dried seeds produce the characteristic rattlingsound ofthe maracas
when the bean is shaken, but the sound is sharper and more precise.

Chocolo or Ka-Me-So
This Latin American instrument is sometimes an empty dried gourd of
vimratly cylindrical shape, about 13 in. (33 cm.) long, sometimes a metal
cylinder ofabout the same length and 4 in. (ro cm.) in diameter with each end
sealed off. The inside is partly filled with shot, dried seeds, or rice. It may be
held at the centre with one hand, or at each end with both. It may be agitated
by a gentle rolling motion ofthe tvrists, or the shot or seeds may be made to
run from end to end.

The chocolo gives the same efect as the maraca roll, but the tone is more
gentle and the roll more legato. The metal version however, produces a less
attractive sound with a pronounced metallic ring.

Guiro or Rape
The guiro, guero, or rape is a dried empty gourd of elongated shape about
13 in. (33 cm.) long, cut with evenly-spaced serrations. In authentic models,
one end is thin and the other fairly broad. The left thumb is inserted in a
special hole at the thin end, and while the left hand grasps the instrument, a
special thin wood scrap€r is stroked over the serrations with the right hand.
This produces a hard, rasping sound. C.ommercial models are made in hard-
wood and have a cylindrical shape with a torpedo-like point at each end.

Stravinsky uses the guiro in the 'C,ortege du Sage' section of The Rin of
Spring where the whole orchestra plays a violent fortissimo ostinato. The
guiro plays a simple eight-in-a-bar rhl.thm with up and down strokes ofthe
scraper. In lorisation, Varise gives the guiro rapid rhythms:
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Il Klntakte, Stockhausen indicates the instrument to be scraped inter-
mittently during stick work on drums, bongos, cowbell etc,

The instrument has a rough, rustic quality of sound which is more suited
to robust sonorities than to delicate atmospheres. There is an up-and-down
scooping ofthe pitch, due to diferences in th€ velocity ofscraping. This effect
hardly lends itselfto serious music, but could be used with advantage on more
light-hearted occasions.

Reco-rem
This rasped instrument is similar to the guiro, but is made of bamboo with
serrations cut in the surface. The bamboo recereco (or 'reso-reso') has a more
woody sound than the guiro, with a slight hollowness in the tone. The rece
reco is sometimes made from a cow horn.

Villa-Lobos, in his Uira puri, indrcates that the instrument is to be beaten
as well as rasped.

law Bone
This Latin American instrument is made from the iaw bone of an ass. The
teeth are removed and then re-fastened in place by short springs or strings, so
that they move within their cavities. The iaw bone is held in the left hand and
struck with the right, so that the teeth shake with a sharp, staccato sound,
rnaking a harsh rattle something like when mrrbles are struck together. Some-
times small bells are hung on the jaw bone to add a tinkling sound

The instrument is usually used with an ostinato rh)'thm in fast music such
as tne conga.

Ratth or Ratchet
In the cog-rattle, a hard resonant blade ofwood is held in a frame in such a
position that it is caught by the teeth ofa wooden cog when the latter revolves,
rnaking a loud clacking sound. In modern orchestral ratchets, the instnrment
is 'V'-shaped with a wood blade in each leg ofthe 'V'. The cog is at the apex
and is turned with a metalhandle. Inthis way, a more orless continuous sound
can be obtained.

A simpler rattle consists of a handle fixed to the cog, round which the
frame containing the wooden blade is whirled. An even, continuous sound
cannot howev€r, be obtained with this instrument, due to the jerky movement.
Nevenheless, it can add a kind of lively 'brio' to the sound.

The most celebrated use ofthe rattle is in Strauss's fi// Eulenspiegel ztthe
moment when the hero bursts tempestuously into the market place. It has
been used to imitate gunfire (e.9. in Beethoven's Wellingtott's Victory),lll'tt
mostly its cracking whirr has been exploited to give a colourful breeziness to
music of light-heaned nature (e.9. de Falla's EI Retablo de Maese Pedro,
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Siegmeister's Sundal in Broobjn, etc.). Nevertheless, it has been used in
more serious scores such as Pizzetti's Agamenone, Milhaud,s The Death ofa
Tyrant, and, even in abstract music (e.g. \'trar\se's Hyperprisn).

Cuica, String Drum, or Lion's Roar
The cuicr is a lesser-known Latin American instrument, possibly a variant of
the Neapolitan putipt. One form is made with a slighdy cone-shaped metal
or earthenware shell, over the top end of which is stretched a drumskin. A
wood stick is fastened in the centre of the skin and usuallv covered with
rosin. When the stick is rubbed with a damp sponge or wash leather, vibra-
tions are transmitted to the drumskin, producing sounds which can hardly be
called musical in quality. One authority says the cuica .suggests the sound of
the cuckoo', but it is a cuckoo with a very broken voice. To the author the
sound is more like the bark of an African bull-frog suffering from flatulence.

_ The string drum or 'lion's roar' is very similar, except that a rosined string
takes the place ofthe wooden stick. This is held taut and rubbed in the sami
way. The shell may be wooden and the head made of parchment. In some
cases, the end ofthe taut string is ried to a round piece oiwood. When this is
turned, it grips the string and then lets it go, thus setting up vibrations which
are transmitted to the membrane. This method of playing permits accurate
control of the sounds emitted.

String drums can vary considerably in size. Some are quite small and emit
a puny sound, but the true'lion's roar'is as large as a buci<et and can give out
a fearsome sound.

. Varise uses the string drum in lonisation, mostly with a quick crescendo,
piano to forte, and less often in quiet dynamics with small crescendos and
diminuendos. These usages are o-bviousiy associated with the two ways of
playing the instrument-(a) a quick, forceful rub of the stick or string, and
(b) a less energetic up-and-down motion.

The cuica is to be heard in Latin American music of a more earthy type,
now and then emitting its vulgar blurt.

A similar effect to the cuica has been obtained by rubbing a rosined glove
or cloth over a snare drum stick with the tip of the stick prissed againsi the
centre of the drum head (cf. Russel, Concerto for Eight Percussion Instru-
ments).

Satd Blochs
A few scores indicate the use of sandpaper blocks. These are two blocks of
wood with strips ofsandpaper tightly stretched over one surface in the manner
of a cabinet-maker's sanding tool. The blocks are held one in each hand and
rubbed together to give a dry shuffling sound. Alternatively one block may be
clamped in a fixed position so that only one hand need be used.

F
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The sound is on a low dynamic scale, and could be used in many situations
where a quiet, hissing, background sound is called for. The sand blocks may
be rubbed together in free time to give a 'tremolo', or they can produce a
rhythmic shuffle in fixed tempo.

Spitch
A bundle ofdry hard twigs tied together has occasionally been used (Mahler's
Seventh Symphony,\trardse's Integralrs) to strike a drum head, or the skin or
shell of a bass drum, producing a harsh, swishing sound. Vardse uses the
switch on a bass drum shell together with a wire brush, with precise, forceful
rhythms.

The switch could be used to replace the wire brush, either on drums or
cymbals, where a more powerful effect is required than can be obtained bv
wire brushes alone.

Thunder Effects
There is a 'thunder sheet' made from a large piece of thin tin or metal alloy,
which when shaken produces a sound like thunder-cracks due to the buckling
and crumpling ofthe sheet. It used to be part of stage properties, but is now
largely superseded by recordings played on amplifying equipment.

A'thunder machine' is used in Strauss's l/prze .97mphon1, made by plac-
ing heaq' balls inside a large drum and rotating this on a pivot.

However, thunder efects are now rather 14$/, especially since electronic
music has carried this type of sound into realms which go far beyond the
purely naturalistic field.

Wind Machine
The wind machine is made of a large cylindrical wood framework covered
ivith silk, revolved by turning a handle. The silk is stroked by fixed pieces of
cardboard or thin wood so that as the barrel is turned a swirlinE sound is
produced which turns into a whistle as the revolving ofthe barrel is aicelerated.
This instrument is usually employed only for realistic efects (cf. Strauss's
Don Qrixon and Alpine Slnphony), and it has been quite superseded by
electronic sounds (principally 'white sound') which are available on gram<r
phone records for theatrical use.
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54 Pair of Pedal Timpari Prenier

Indian Tablas. Tablas on 1., llanva on r.
Alan Htll

5556 Arabic 
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